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Finally! Traps with Addressability.
Only from MIDWEST CATV.
It's here. The off-premise
addressable trap system that saves
the operator time and money. And
provides the operator with more billing
flexibility and better customer service.
The Matrix System, exclusively
from Midwest CATV, takes the
electronics out of the residence and
places it where the operator has easy
access. Fewer service trips for the
operator means more cost-efficiency.
Providing the subscriber with channel

upgrades means better service from
the operator.
Traps for security. Addressability
for control. Developed by Syrcuits
International. Distributed only by
Midwest CATV.
For more information, give any of
our salespeople acall.
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More than supplies. Solutions.

GROWING STRONGER ALL THE TIME
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COAXIAL CABLES

Broad acceptance and rapid growth are familiar rewards for acompany that provides the
American marketplace with asuperior product.
"Build abetter mousetrap..."
The company is Trilogy, and the product is MC2
The impact of MC 2alone —with its air dielectric
assuring a93% velocity of propagation — has
set a new industry standard for coaxial cables.
Manufacturers of foamed cables have had to
increase their diameters in order to approach
the attenuation characteristics of MC

Overnight success stories in the telecommunications industry can be short-lived, unless
accompanied by farsighted commitments to
industry needs that go beyond the most advanced product available. Consistent quality,
assured availability, technical services, including
problem-solving capabilities, and customer
cost-effectiveness have always been important
concerns of the Trilogy founders.
TRILOGY LEADS IN TECHNOLOGY

,41011100.010MVINE.
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Putting the squeeze on the industry
Contractors are having atough time finding qualified personnel.
What will that mean when fiber becomes alarge force?
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How to install and maintain fiber cable
Larry Nelson of Comm/Scope gives us alittle theory and practical
reality about installing fiber optic cable. It may be easier than
you suspect.
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The rebirth of off-premise technology
It's happening in small, rural America and will soon in hundreds
of TCI systems. The news is that people seem to like it.

52

It took some digging, but...
...there was some HDTV and fiber optic technology news present
at the Atlantic Cable Show. This will bring you up to date.
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Composite second order: is it a problem?
You bet, says Mark Adams of Scientific-Atlanta, who explains
what the distortion is, how to find it and how to avoid it.
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It's a tough job, but it can be done
Frank McClatchie explains what TV audio deviation is, how to
set it and maintain it. That's important if you want to keep the
phone quiet.
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Using traps to control pay-TV
Glyn Bostick of Microwave Filter tells how negative trapping
procedures are used best to control pay-TV distribution in part V
of his series.
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About the Cover:
Corn-Link's Installer Greg Renfroe
installs one of the more than 60 Matrix
off-premise addressable units in the
MSG's Notasulga, Alabama system.
Lynn Rotton, chief engineer (shown
in photo above) has supervised the
installation of the product and has
good things to report.
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Scientific
Atlanta
Our Customers Are The Winners

Scientific-Atlanta introduces five new products to give you the
winning edge. Our value-added, user-friendly solutions help
generate revenue, improve penetration and retention, and operate your system more efficiently. We want you to be awinner.
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WIN THROUGH VOLUME CONTROL
Our new 8590 is the friendliest and fullest featured

volume control addressable in the industry Aunique
display lets your subscribers see sound on avolume level indicator. And it guides them easily through the VCR programming
process. The 8590 keeps asecret better, too. With achoice of 50
security modes, utilizing three advanced security technologies:
dynamic sync suppression, dropped field, and video and sync
inversion. It includes easy-to-implement, plug-in IPPV. It's
compatible with the rest of the set-top timily. And, since it's also
compatible with oak and along list of others, the 8590 can help
you out with the old and in with the new.

WIN THROUGH VALUE

wa

The new 8570 addressable set-top is the value packed younger brother
of the industry standard 8580. It comes with ethe subscriber features of its
older brother. And then some. It shares the same new advanced VCR timer with
the 8580 and 8590, taping twice as many events as before. It simplifies impulse like
the 8590, with aone-touch buy key on both the remote and the set-top.

Ise
WIN THROUGH FRIENDLINESS

Our Complete Remote Control is so smart it generates revenue
while solving problems. Ninety percent of subscribers with set-tops have
two or more remotes per set; thirty percent have three or more. That's a
problem! The CRC eliminates multiple remotes by quickly and easily learning
their functions, without the obsolescence risk of preprogramming. And, if
your subscriber has aremote control TV-it can provide volume control without avolume control set-top. That's friendliness your subscriber will pay for.

Ve

WIN THROUGH EFFICIENCY

Our new 9650 IRD beats today's rack space squeeze by
cutting space needs in half. The 9650 integrates the leading CATV
receiver-the 9640-with asatellite descrambler in one package the size
of the receiver alone. Result: You get twice as many channels in the
same rack-with perfect compatibility

WIN THROUGH AGILITY

Our new Frequency Agile Drawer gives you agility when you need it.
And only when you need it. One drawer that backs-up an entire headend, eliminating costly spare parts inventories. It. provides quick and dependable slide-in
convenience for the industry standards, the 6350 modulator and 6150 processor.
Its 550 MHz range makes it compatible with every cable system.
Add these five new products to our proven line-up of winning solutions.
You'll have awinning combination no one else can provide. That's because at
Scientific-Atlanta we're committed. Committed to making sure that... "Our customers are the winners:'
Fbr more information, ra: 1-800-722-2009. Or, 'write us at: Scientific-Atlanta, Dept. AR, PO. Box 105027, Atlanta, GA 30348.
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IN PERSPECTIVE

A lesson from rural America

EDITORIAL
Gary Y. Kim

Publisher/Editor
Roger Brown

Ihave to admit, Iwas impressed.
While winging my way back to Denver after afrenzied trip to Alabama to view
the new Matrix off-premise addressable system being installed (see page 52) I
started to think about how Lynn Rotton and his colleagues run their systems.
Bear in mind these systems are small. They typically have 12 channels (maybe
as many as 21) and service hundreds of customers, not thousands.
We've heard often that systems this
small tend to do things on ashoe-string
budget. We've heard that once asystem
is built, it's often left alone (neglected)
for years until it's sold to a new owner.
We've heard that customer service and
picture quality take aback seat to other
matters.
That's not true in towns like Union
Springs and Notasulga, Alabama. Examine some of the comments Rotton
makes about the Matrix system. He says
the system was installed because he
wanted to provide good, quick service to
his customers and save some money, too.
He wants to better market his pay
services to subscribers and potential
subscribers. That's encouraging. Maybe
some of the larger MSOs can borrow
Com-Link's playbook and show up ready
to play in the only game that counts:
subscriber satisfaction.
But it didn't stop there. While out in
the field with Rotton, we stopped at the system's headend (located in a 10-foot
by 12-foot portable building under the city's water tower) because Rotton was
concerned about some distortions in the system. He couldn't figure out what the
problem was, but you can bet he's still thinking about it—and one day he'll fix it.
There is still hope for the CATV industry and it's embodied in people like
Rotton and his superiors. For them it's not just profits that matter, but how you
go about pleasing the customer. Maybe that's because they're in the hospitable
South. Or maybe it's because they know their customers personally. Now, if only
that attitude could be apart of every cable system....
Actually, there's an important lesson here. You see, the Com-Link cable
systems are owned by the Union Springs Telephone Company. (Don't run to the
phone to call the FCC—they have a waiver). Was this dedication to customer
service an outgrowth of telephone company training, or is it just akey part of the
employees' personalities? The answer to that question isn't important; but the
ramifications of Rotton's attitude is. Think about that for awhile.
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That's the kind of effort we put out.
Because that's what it takes to become the
leading CATV standby power system manufacturer in North America. That's what it takes to
design the technology that sets the standards in

and your standby power system is updated with
the latest innovations from Alpha's R&D labs.
Uninterrupted Power. Alpha's transfer time
is so immediate that we offer standby power
with the advantages of uninterruptible power.

the industry. And that's what it takes to beat
the competition.

Uninterrupted power means uninterrupted service to your subscribers.

Efficiency. Alpha has developed
standby power supply transformers
rated at 94 07o efficiency - the
highest in the industry. And this
without sacrificing quality, thanks
to superior engineering.

Innovation. We're never content. We're always looking for
ways to improve. That's why the
industry looks to Alpha for innovations in standby power. Single
ferro-resonant design. Temperature
compensation. "Smart" battery
charging. Performance monitoring.
Status monitoring. Major innovations resulting in real benefits - and all introduced by Alpha
Technologies.

Cost of Ownership. Alpha
systems cost less because our efficiency, reliability and performance
monitoring result in lower maintenance and operating costs.
Modularity. Alpha pioneered functional
modularity. Just add simple plug-in components

And have we finished yet? Don't bet on it.

n 1
ALPHA

TECHNOLOGIES

We're Here Ito Back You Up.
37E7 Alpha Way Bellingham, WA 98225
206-647-2360 FAX: 206,671-4936
7033; Anhui Ave-, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 4M5
TELEX 04-356750 FAX: 604-430-8908
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Dan Pike

CATV must now
shun complacency
Usually, when boys grow up on a
ranch in West Texas, their lives are
filled with chores, horse riding, spending summers at the fishing hole, etc.
But when Dan Pike was growing up,
he had a few other things to contend
with.
Like stringing telephone cable from
his family's ranch into the nearest
town. And wiring and maintaining
their own electrical system because
commercial service just wasn't available.
All that experience paid off handsomely for Pike, the 36-year-old vice
president of engineering for Prime
Cable, the industry's 29th largest MSO,
headquartered in Austin, Texas.
In fact, Pike admits he's "compressed a lot of experience" into the
relatively short time he's been out of
college. "I've been very fortunate," he
says.
Not all luck
But clearly it's not just good fortune
that has taken him to the top of his
profession and garnered the respect of
many of his peers. Hard work, motivation and staying abreast of the issues
have been integral parts of the puzzle.
While attending Oklahoma State

University (he holds BS and MS degrees from that Big Eight school), Pike
spent time working in the oil patch as
a power lineman and electrician and
also worked as atwo-way radio technician and towerman. He's even done
TV and consumer electronic bench
repair.
Upon graduation, Pike explored his
opportunities, settling upon CATV because it posed so many challenges that
had to be overcome. "I liked the cable
industry because it had awide variety
of challenges," said Pike in his trademark slow Texas drawl. "I liked the
breadth of all that."
In 1973, Pike joined LVO Cable
(which later became United Cable
Television) as acorporate project engineer and was based in the company's
Tulsa headquarters. Most of his efforts
were directed toward proof-of-performance work, support of the major urban
construction projects the company was
involved in at the time, and equipment
evaluation.
Moved back to Texas
When United moved its offices to
Denver in 1977, Pike jumped to Communications Properties Inc. and moved
to Austin. While at CPI (which later
became part of the Times-Mirror group),
he held positions as staff and division
engineer. He directed the operation of
CPI's evaluation lab, lent franchising
support and held operating responsibility for as many as 15 plants.
While Pike was busy in the lab, the
principle owners of CPI were busy in
1979 forming a new cable company,
called Prime Cable. By early 1982,
Prime had become large enough it
needed an engineering voice on its
staff. Pike was chosen for the job.
Pike's main motivation seems to
come from a desire for simple, basic
quality. He isn't daunted by HDTV or
fiber optics and has not jumped on the
"cable may be doomed" bandwagon.
He's duly impressed by the accomplishments CATV has made in the past and
now warns against complacency.
"If you take a slice of the past 10
years, since the time earth stations
became ubiquitous in cable systems,
there has been a tremendous list of
achievements accomplished during that
time," says Pike. Satellite-delivered
programming has exploded, urban markets have been almost entirely cabled,
computer-controlled terminals were introduced and accepted, interactive serv-
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ices became real business ventures and
programming has become cableexclusive in some cases.
The big threat
"We must now guard against complacency," says Pike. "We go to where
we are by being quick to recognize
opportunity and put the changes in
effect to take advantage of that opportunity."
Opportunities for the future, as Pike
sees it, include HDTV and fiber. "High
definition and other advanced television schemes are simply moves into
more and better programming. It should
be in our short-term planning horizons
now. And fiber is just one more way to
improve our plants to bring about more
bandwidth and extra channels—and
make our service better."
One way to guard against complacency is eduation. Being aware of what
competitors are working on, what consumers are willing to pay for and how
your system works and what it can
offer is very important, says Pike.
"We're in better shape now in this
area than the industry has ever been
in" because of education efforts undertaken by the SCTE and others, Pike
says.
Improve service
What are the big barriers to increasing penetration? According to Pike,
they include consumer friendliness,
upgrading plants cost-effectively to
allow for additional programming, minimizing service interruptions and providing better perceived service.
"There's always the barrier of interruption of service or the perception of
service—whether service calls are done
in a timely manner and in away that
solves the problem," says Pike. "Those
are goals we can achieve only one step
at a time. We can only get close to
perfection, never achieve it, in these
areas."
Perfection is achallenge, so you can
bet Pike will pursue it. The father of
two spends his free time with his
family, reading or engaging in snowand water-skiing activities (ask him
about the five-man pyramid on water
skis). "I just enjoy whatever looks to
be challenging or strikes my curiosity."
Maybe that sums up who Dan Pike is
better than anything else. •
—Roger Brown
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products at
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experience are the
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Guard's 5year
warranty is the
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warranty.*
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Power Guard
started the move to
high efficiency in
1985 when we
shipped our first
90% efficient power
supply.

COMMITMENT

MODULARITY
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being number one
in standby power
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Power Guard
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serviceable.
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MY TURN

Zenith's
blockbuster
The announcement and description
in September of the Zenith "Spectrum
Compatible HDTV System" has stood
the Advanced TV (ATV) debate on its
head.
This is the first time in the 20-year
history of HDTV that changes in the
characteristics of the transmission system, as well as the video baseband
system, have been seriously investigated. Yet, except for a VCR playing
to a video monitor, no video signal,
however excellent it may be, can be
displayed in the home without first
being modulated on a radio frequency
or optical carrier. The transmission
system first adopted for television by
the Radio Manufacturer's Association
(RMA) Standards Committee in 1938
is still in use today, serving two-thirds
of a billion TV sets throughout the
world. In 50 years, the only changes in
the original transmission system were
to add a color subcarrier and tighten
the tolerances in the chrominance portion of the channel. Some countries
adopted 7 MHz or 8 MHz channel
bandwidths instead of the original 6
MHz, and some use the PAL or SECAM
variations on NTSC. Nevertheless, all
terrestrial television broadcasting in
the world today is still based on the
By Archer S. Taylor, Senior Vice
President, Engineering, MalarkeyTaylor Associates Inc.

vestigial sideband amplitude modulation transmission system first recommended in 1938.

by simulcasting an NTSC signal and
an incompatible 6 MHz ATV Signal"
(paragraph 124).

Antique technology

.we believe it desirable to require
that ATV signals either be compatible
with NTSC receivers, or that ATV
broadcasters simulcast an NTSC signal
with their ATV signal, at least for an
initial transition period." (paragraph
125).

Television and radio broadcasting
are virtually the only communications
services left that have not been required to split channels and adopt more
sophisticated modulation schemes for
more efficient utilization of the limited
electromagnetic spectrum. Nearly half
of the most valuable portion of the
spectrum below 1 GHz has been allocated for television, most of it exclusively.
Yet, 35 years after the present
television allocation plan was reaffirmed by FCC, this enormously valuable spectrum is very inefficiently
occupied. Geographically, only about
60 percent of the television allotments
are actually occupied, 87 percent VHF
and 45 percent UHF Beyond that,
however, the actual information content of the 6 MHz NTSC television
channel is far below its theoretical
capacity. Spectral efficiency was substantially increased with the addition
of color, and would be improved still
further with any of the 6 MHz Advanced TV proposals.
However, the ancient 1938 modulation and transmission vehicle now
imposes severe and unnecessary limitations on both the quantity and fidelity with which video information can
be transmitted to the public. The time
has come to stop trying to fit highperformance machinery into a Model
T chassis.
Examine compatibility
It is also time to re-examine the
compatibility issue. Obviously, the economics of TV broadcasting requires the
continued availability for many years
to come of NTSC transmission for 162
million TV sets presently in use. It is
equally obvious that HDTV sets will
not be saleable unless HDTV programming is made available, whether overthe-air, by video tape or by cable TV.
It is not as obvious as many have
believed that HDTV transmissions must
be receivable by existing NTSC television sets. In its Tentative Decision on
September 1, 1988, the FCC stated
(emphasis added):
"...with 6 MHz of supplemental spectrum, NTSC service may be maintained
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Exploding myths
Until the Zenith proposal, the conventional wisdom, buttressed by the
studies of the FCC Office of Engineering and Technology, was that the
available spectrum is simply unable to
accommodate an extra 6MHz channel
for each TV broadcaster wishing to
participate in ATV transmission, assuming the old transmission system.
However, Zenith proposes anew transmission system using double sideband,
quadrature amplitude modulation
(QUAM) with suppressed carrier, operating at 17 dB reduced power (1/50
normal), yet yielding improved signal-tonoise ratios. Partly by substantially
reducing power, and partly by directly
relating the HDTV and NTSC scanning parameters, Zenith claims:
"Nearly 100 percent accommodation
(actually 99.7 percent) to provide each
VHF and UHF terrestrial broadcaster
with a 6 MHz channel for HDTV
transmission—in addition to the existing NTSC channel." If Zenith's claims
are confirmed in subsequent field tests,
with no uncorrectable side effects, direct compatibility need no longer be
considered inevitable for terrestrial
broadcasting.
Maybe we can now trade in the old
Model T chassis for a more suitable
vehicle to carry the new, wide screen
aspect ratio TV signals that are capable of nearly twice the resolution, with
scanning lines obscured even at close
viewing range, and without disturbing
artifacts.
'lb expedite the transition from simulcast to exclusively ATV transmission, Zenith notes that its proposed
HDTV signal is "easily transcodable
to NTSC since the scan rates are
deliberately related." Thus, NTSC transmission could be discontinued after a
few years of simulcasting, leaving the
few remaining NTSC viewers to choose
between acquiring an ATV receiver or
a transcoder to convert the ATV sigContinued on page 86

your signal from Sony.

Sony's FSR-1 WO satellite video receiver delivers a clear signal you
can depend on. For CAW, SMATV, broadcast or business television,
the FSR-1100 is the most reliable, flexible, high performance
commercial satellite receiver available for the money.
Whether you're operating on the Ku or C band. Sony's FSR-1100
receiver provides the superior video and audio reception viewers
expect. The FSR-1100's unique adjustable detector bandwidth allows
quality reception even under adverse signal conditions. And its
advanced operating features make it easy to use.
When you choose the FSR-1100 you're choosing Sony quality. Sony's
unsurpassed experience arid commitment Ic excellence in professional broadcast and industrial video equipment coupled with
Midwest's outstanding support and service make a winning
combination that can't be beat. Get the picture? You will if you take
your signal from Sony.
Communications Corp.
For more information about the Sony FSR-1100, call one of our sales
representatives today.

One Sperti.Drive
Edgewood, K-141017

1-800-543-1584

SONY® is atrademark of Sony.

In Kentucky, 606-331-8990
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FROM THE HEADEND
Through the transmission path, if lowlevel noise contaminates the signal, it
will be substantially reduced in the
receiver through the inverse process to
compression, called expansion. In the
expander, those low-level audio signals
that were originally boosted by the
compressor are reduced in amplitude
back to their original levels while
simultaneously reducing any noise that
was added to the signal in the transmission path.
Maintaining compatibility

Companding,
deviation and
stereo separation
In order to maintain reasonable
levels of stereo separation through a
CATV modulator carrying BTSC stereo
signals, it is critical that the main
aural carrier deviation be set precisely.
But why? Why is stereo separation
affected by the modulator's deviation
adjustment?
When the BTSC stereo system was
first proposed and tested, audio signal-tonoise ratio was recognized to be amajor
problem. This was recognized very
early in the program, and the committee set out to find amethod of improving the situation. Ultimately, a companding scheme proposed by dbx was
chosen as the system standard for noise
reduction.
What is companding?
Companding (an acronym formed
from the words compress and expand),
is amethod of noise reduction in which
the audio is compressed prior to transmission such that quiet audio passages
are boosted in level and loud audio
passages are left unchanged. The result
is acompression in the dynamic range
of the audio prior to transmission.
By Chris Bowick, Engineering Dept.
Manager, Scientific-Atlanta

In order to maintain backward compatibility with existing monaural TV
sets, however, the monaural (L +R)
portion of the transmitted audio could
not be companded; only the difference,
or L-R information could have such a
noise reduction technique applied. This
was of course a system compromise,
and the full noise reduction capabilities of the dbx system were therefore
never realized; but it did provide a
workable solution. The fact that the
stereo difference component (L-R) is
companded while the sum or monaural
channel (L +R) is not, is the reason why
stereo separation suffers when the
modulator's audio deviation is set incorrectly. Note that FM radio doesn't
suffer from the same malady with
separation vs. deviation, even though
its frequency multiplexing scheme is
almost identical to that of BTSC stereo,
because FM radio's L-R channel is not
companded!
A little help
Figure 1will help in understanding
the phenomenonl. As shown in the
diagram, our hypothetical system starts
out (a) with an input signal level of 50
"units of amplitude" in the left channel and nothing in the right channel—
perfect stereo separation. The signal is
then matrixed (b) into L+R and L-R
information. Simple math reveals that
this process creates 50 units in the
L+R channel and 50 units in the L-R
channel. The L-R signal is then compressed using the simple companding
rule shown in the diagram (Note that
this is not the companding rule used
in the dbx algorithm, but is asimplified
scheme for instructional purposes).
Since the L-R signal is 50 units in
amplitude, it is boosted (c) to 75 units
in the compressor. If we simply connected a matching expander at this
point, these 75 units would be reduced
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back to 50, then we could simply
de-matrix to get our original signal
back as it was originally provided, with
perfect stereo separation. Let's suppose
that instead we inject an imperfect
modulator in the path such that its
deviation is set 20 percent below nominal. In effect, this reduces the transmitted signal amplitudes (d) to 40 units
in the L+R channel and 60 units in the
L-R channel. Unless the sensitivity of
the FM demodulator in the television
is set 20 percent too high, to make up
for the modulator's deficiency, these
are the signal levels that will arrive
at the input to the expander.
L-R signal reduced
According to our simple companding
rule, the 60 unit L-R signal will be
reduced in amplitude (expanded) to 20
units (e), while the L+R signal, since
it does not pass through the expander,
remains at 40 units of amplitude. In
the dematrix circuitry (0, the L+R and
L-R signals are first added (40 +20) to
produce the 2L signal and then subtracted (40-20) to produce the 2R
signal. Each of these is then simply
divided by 2 to produce the output
signal (g).
No longer perfect
But look at what has happened. The
output signal is no longer a perfect
replica of the input signal! Not only is
the left channel output amplitude lower
than it should be (30 units vs. 50), there
are 10 units of left channel information
coming out of our right speaker when
there shouldn't be anything there at
all! Stereo separation has suffered
tremendously! Therefore, in order for
the companding scheme to work, there
must be unity gain in the transmission
path between the compressor and the
expander, otherwise, separation will
suffer. Unity gain will not occur unless
the modulator's deviation pot is set
correctly. •
References
1. Martin, Thomas E, "Compatibility Between Baseband Converters and
MTS Stereo", 1986 NCTA Technical
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2. Bowick, Chris, "The Importance
of Setting and Maintaining Correct
Signal and Modulation Levels in a
CATV System Carrying BTSC Stereo
Signals" 1986 NCTA Technical Papers.
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To show all the products we make, we'd need a
lot more roc
If you'd like to see our entire amplifier product line, write to: C-COR Electronics Inc.,
60 Decibel Road, State College, l
A16801. Or call: 1-800-233-2267, (In Pennsylvania,
Call 1-814-238-2461). But be prepared. You'll have to give us alot of room.
Reader Service Number 8
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We're Out T
OGive You
The Best Reception In The Industry.

ELECTRONICS INC

FRONTLINE
companies. The tone of the article was
given by its title, which suggested that
cable television was about to be completely replaced by telephone companies because telephone companies were
going to put in fiber. It's clear that the
authors of those articles have not paid
careful attention to the real world,
preferring instead to listen the fantasy
and science fiction that occasionally
escapes when non-technical people latch
on to the idea of anew technology.
Fiber Isn't 'magic'

Articles turn fiber
into science fiction
Fiber optics is breaking out all over.
It's almost impossible to read a trade
magazine (such as this one), anewspaper, aresearch report, private communication or popular press article that
doesn't at some point wax poetic about
the possibilities of the great revolution
in information services to be provided
by fiber optic transmission, and the
cable industry is no different.
We began using fiber for trunking
applications several years ago and it's
safe to say that now fiber optics is
merely one of several possible tools to
be applied as the circumstances and
economics of a particular situation
dictate. It is in competition with coaxial supertrunks, FM transmission and/
or AML transmission. Each has its
place and each has the circumstances
in which it works best, but nobody
lately has debated the issue of fiber
optics in the trunking environment.
What about the last mile?
What everyone seems to be interested in is fiber optics to the home,
specifically, delivery of broadband services into the home. Recently, a major
New York magazine, which shall remain nameless, had an article about
telephone companies and cable TV
By Wendell Bailey, Vice President
Science and Technology, NCTA

Th quote from James Chiddix of
ATC, fiber optics is not "magical stuff,
(this is what the author of the aforementioned article called it) but it is
real useful stuff." The key issue in this
entire debate is pretty much the one
that I started with—the delivery of
broadband services to the home. Look
around your neighborhood and ask
yourselves who's delivering broadband
services to the home. Surprise! It's us!
We've been doing it for many years.
If Ilook at the different people who
wish to use fiber optics Ilike to assess
their relative capabilities of getting
fiber to the point where they can use it.
If we look at the telephone companies,
who have thought long and hard about
ways to use fiber, we see they're not
quite sure what services they can do
on fiber (except for video transmission,
of course), they're unsure what people
will pay for those services (although
I've seen forecasts) and they're not
clear on how much it will cost because
all of the technology pieces have not
been invented.
If we look at the cable industry's use
of fiber optics we'll see that they know
exactly what we want to do (deliver
video to the home), they know almost
precisely how much people will pay for
these services (they've been selling
television services to customers for 35
or more years) and we only use the
products in the fiber optic realm after
they've been invented. This way we can
look at the price and say, "Ah, yes,
for that price I can make a better
system."
This leads to a problem
The problem occurs, of course, when
we see the way to use atechnology like
fiber but the pieces aren't all invented.
The other guys have large research
laboratories to work on issues such as
this, but remember, they're not quite
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sure what services they want to put on
this media. All they seem to be able to
come up with is vague broadband
services type answers and such wildly
improbable things as "video on demand," which no one is quite sure
makes real-world sense. When we see
the need and nothing has been invented we set about inventing it.
Look at the work of the people at
ATC, the involvement of a company
like Anixter with AT&T to bring about
new products in this area, the work
that's going on in Raychem in fiber
optics. Ishould also mention activities
at both Jerrold and Scientific-Atlanta,
two premier suppliers of products to
our industry, and no doubt other CATV
suppliers.
All of these companies and individuals have begun work on very specific
pieces of fiber technology. They have
begun that work because cable engineers have seen aplace and an instance
in which they can use fiber optics and
can describe to our vendors what we
need to have developed.
A clear road
Ithink it's obvious that it's always
easier to make progress when you know
what you want to do with the tool that
you're trying to invent. It's alot harder
to make progress when you want to
invent atool but you're not exactly sure
what you can do with it. The progress
which we can now make does not
specifically call for fiber optics in every
nook and cranny of our business. What
it does call for is using fiber, and
indeed, using any technology in those
pieces of our plant where they make
operational and economical sense.
So, we're at a time when our traditional technology, coaxial cable, and a
new tool, fiber optics, will evolve and
develop along parallel lines, with each
providing improvements in operating
efficiencies and economies for doing the
job that we get paid to do, which is
deliver broadband services into our
customers' homes. At some point, these
technologies will either merge or veer
apart, but Ibelieve they'll both have
their place for a long time to come. In
the foreseeable future Ibelieve that the
best use for fiber optics is to enhance
and improve our ability to operate our
coaxial cable system and that the
articles and essays written by people
who believe science fiction and fantasy
will make amusing reading in the
years to come. •

Let the games
begin...

ANIXTER FIBER OPTIC

LalEq LII1CTm
AM CABLE TV SYSTEM
Laser Link AM
CATV System

The Anixter Fiber Optic Laser Link AM
CATV System creates a fiber network
architecture which meets the system
needs of today while preparing the network for tomorrow. The system can
transport AM-VSB (Vestigial Side Band)

channels over one single mode optical
fiber. This architecture, while providing
improved performance, also allows for
easy network upgrades to provide alternative and enhanced services such as
PPV, IPPV, digital access, and HDTV.

Features/Benefits

•Accommodates up to 60 channels
per fiber
•Fully compatible with existing
CATV technology
•Provides improvement in signal
quality, reliability, and performance
•Reduces amplifier cascades and
hubsite locations
•Utilizes AM baseband modulation

•Accommodates all available
scrambling techniques
•Cost effective compared to AML or
other fiber optic systems
•Allows extension of existing CATV
system
•Easy to install and maintain
•Allows for easy network upgrade to
provide alternative and enhanced
services

The system has been designed for various trunking applications. It provides
point-to-point transmission of an AM-VSB
spectrum from a headend location to
outside plant locations. The entire spectrum is transmitted over one single mode
optical fiber.
Transmission distance will vary depending on individual applications. System
performance for 42 channels and a5dB
loss budget and performance curves
which can be used as guidelines for network planning are shown in figures 1
and 2.
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LOSS
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60
65
60
5

dB
dBc
dBc
dBc
dB

FIGURE 1

The system is comprised of two major
elements: the Laser Link Transmitter,
which is installed at the headend, and
the Laser Link Receiver, which is available in either aheadend or outside plant
version.

Laser Link Transmitter
LLT-1300A (Headend)

Features/Benefits

The Laser Link Transmitter (LLT) incorporates alaser diode light source which
has been specially developed to have
high optical power output at 1310 nm
wavelength in the infrared spectrum and
to be highly linear so that second and

third order harmonics and intermodulation products are very low.
Optical isolation techniques are used in
the system to ensure quiet laser operation and high carrier to noise ratio.

•Adjustable modulation level
•Remote status monitoring

•Automatic Gain Control (AGC)
•AGC and laser status indicator lights

The LLT faceplate is conveniently
equipped with the necessary adjustments and indicators to ensure proper
operating status of the unit. An access
protected ON/OFF power switch and an
"F" connector test point are standard.
Modulation level, which is preset at the
factory at 5dB, can be manually adjusted
from 0to 10dB in 1dB increments.

range, the laser status indicator will turn
red. When the indicator is green, the
laser unit is running properly.

A dual color indicator which monitors the
status of the AGC is provided so the system can accept a wide range of input
signal (10 dBmV ± 5dB) level and still
maintain a standard operating output.
The indicator will be red when the AGC
is out of range (i.e., input signal is too
strong or too weak) and green when the
input levels are within the proper range.
When the temperature is too high or
when the laser bias current is out of
Specifications

Input Signal Level
Input Impedance
Return Loss
Modulation Bandwidth
Wavelength
Power Requirements
Power Consumption
Physical
Dimensions
Operating Temperature
Relative Humidity

Laser Link Receiver
LLR-1000R (Headend)

The Laser Link Receiver (LLR) is available in two versions: headend and outside plant.

A 15-foot single mode pigtail is provided
to terminate the laser output. The pigtail
is terminated with an AT&T ST connector.
The user has the option of terminating
this ST connector in an ST bulkhead provided on the back of the unit, or running
the fiber out aport provided in the back
of the unit and then terminating the connection on a lightguide cross-connect
shelf (LGX or equivalent interface to outside plant fiber).
Unit status can be continuously monitored at remote locations. A terminal strip
is provided on the back of the unit for
connection to the user alarm equipment.
A relay closure indicates laser operation.
10 ± 5dBmV
75 ohms unbalanced
16 dB
30-550 MHz
1310 nm
110 VAC, 60 Hz
50 watts
19" rack mounted
19" x3" x14"
+40° to 120°F
20 to 55% (non-condensing)
The headend version (LLR-1000R) is 19"
rack mountable and comes completely
equipped with the necessary electronics
to terminate the fiber optic trunk in the
headend environment. This unit cannot
be used for distribution applications.

•Compatible with existing headend
equipment
•Provides typical trunk AMP output
level
•Optical power test point provided

•"F"connector test point provided for
monitoring received signal power
•Equipped with AGC
•15-foot single mode pigtail provided
for option termination of fiber optical
cable

Powering and cable termination arrangements for this unit are the same as
for the LLT. A terminal strip is provided
on the back of each unit. This should be

connected to the user alarm equipment.
A relay closure indicates if optic received
power is below or above acceptable
limits.

Specifications

Output Signal Level
Output Impedance
Power Requirements
Power Consumption
Physical
Dimensions
Operating Temperature
Relative Humidity

30 ± 1dBmV
75 ohms unbalanced
110 VAC, 60 Hz
20 watts
19" rack mounted
19" x3" x14"
+40° to 120°F
20 to 55% (non condensing)

Laser Link Receiver
LLR-1000S
(Outside Plant)

The outside plant LLR is housed in a
standard CATV trunk amplifier housing
and comes completely equipped with

the necessary electronics. Distribution
electronics can be ordered separately.

Features/Benefits

•Compatible with existing CATV
technology
•Provides typical trunk AMP output
level
•Provides received optical power test
point

•Single mode jumper cable provided
for pre-field testing of the unit
•Equipped with AGC
•Adjustable output level

A fiber input port allows the user to terminate fiber optic cable inside the housing. A Rotary Mechanical Splice (RMS),
which terminates a PIN diode, is pro-

vided inside the case. It is suggested that
the customer terminate his fiber here
with atuned RMS.

RF Output Level
Output Impedance
Power Requirements
Power Consumption
Physical
Dimensions
Operating Temperature
Relative Humidity
RFI Isolation
Air Tight

30 dBmV ± 1
75 ohms unbalanced
60 VAC, 60 Hz
20 watts
Strand mount
18 3/
4"x51
/
4"x8
7
/
8"
-40° to 140°F
5to 100% (non condensing)
130 dB (5 MHz - 1GHz)
15 psi

Features/Benefits

Specifications
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CAPITAL CURRENTS
Complaints over implementation

What do
cities want?
The history of cable legislation in
recent years has been one of agreements and accommodations between
cable and competing interests. The
Copyright Act of 1976, for example,
reflects a compromise between Hollywood and the cable industry that
resulted in acompulsory license for the
retransmission of broadcast signals.
The equilibria established by such
compromises are never permanent, however, and tomorrow's legislative agenda
often consists of efforts to revise yesterday's resolutions. Thus, Hollywood and
the cable industry are back at the
negotiating table looking for alegislative balance for the marketplace of the
1990s.
The 1984 Cable Act was, however,
much more comprehensive in scope
than either the compulsory license
agreement or the must-carry compromise, and can provide the basis for a
stable relationship between cable and
the cities for years to come. Still, city
regulators who gathered at the recent
annual conference of the National
Association of Telecommunications Officers and Advisors (NATOA) made
clear that they were not wholly satisfied with the world according to the
Cable Act.
By Michael Schooler, Deputy General
Counsel, NCTA

Two of their complaints are directed
at the manner in which the FCC has
implemented the Cable Act. Under the
Act, cities are prohibited from regulating cable rates, except that basic rates
may be regulated where the cable
system is not subject to "effective
competition." In 1985, the FCC ruled
that effective competition existed if the
Grade B contours of three broadast
signals touched any portion of the cable
community.
The cities viewed this as going
beyond what Congress intended and
appealed the decision. The court of
appeals upheld the three-signal standard, but questioned the FCC's conclusion that asignal should be counted if
its Grade B contour merely touched the
community. As a result, the FCC has
modified its rule to allow regulation
unless the entire cable community can
receive three Grade B (or significantly
viewed) signals.
In another key decision, the FCC
established limits on the technical
requirements that franchising authorities could impose on cable operators.
That decision was also appealed by the
cities, but the Supreme Court this year
held that the Cable Act authorized the
FCC to preempt state and local requirements that are more stringent than the
FCC's standards.
Having lost the battle over federal
preemption, the cities remain free to
attempt to persuade the FCC that its
maximum standards are inadequate.
The existing standards apply only to
Class Isignals (retransmission of broadcast stations), and the FCC has recently initiated arulemaking proceeding to adopt standards for Class II
(satellite services), Class III (local origination) and Class IV (two-way) signals.
First Amendment concerns
Another cause for concern among
cities is that while the Cable Act gives
cities the right to limit the number of
cable franchisees, some courts have
held that the First Amendment does
not permit such restrictions. Most cities would prefer to grant a single
franchise and to require, for example,
that their franchisees serve the entire
franchise area, provide access channels
and pay franchise fees.
But many cities feel that the threat
of First Amendment liability—and,
especially the prospect of substantial

monetary damages to a denied franchise applicant—could give them no
choice but to grant unrestricted franchises to cream-skimming overbuilders. 'lb alleviate this situation and
maintain this framework mandated
by the Cable Act, NCTA and the
National League of Cities are discussing the possibility of legislation that
would immunize cities from damages
for certain First Amendment violations.
While the city regulators tend to
blame the courts and the FCC for
taking away some of what they thought
they'd hoped for in the Cable Act, many
are also upset at cable operators over
poor customer service. And they are
concerned over acquisitions of cable
systems at prices that, they believe,
can only lead to higher rates for
subscribers. For these reasons, we may
see more enforcement of customer service requirements.
Telcos to the rescue
The telephone industry portrays itself as the answer to the cities' problems. The telcos are telling the cities
that they could provide coaxial competition in the short term and integrated
voice-data-video systems in the future,
if only the cities would grant them
franchises and/or support their efforts
to get rid of existing cross-ownership
restrictions.
City regulators are not leaping at
the bait. Many understand that telcos
have the means and incentive to enter
the television business in a way that
thwarts, rather than promotes, competition. They also understand that telephone company providers of video programming would likely be regulated,
if at all, at the state and federal levels,
and that the cities' regulatory role
under the Cable Act would probably
disappear.
Nevertheless, to the extent that the
city regulators view FCC and court
decisions as undermining the legislative compromise embodied by the Cable
Act and are frustrated by what they
perceive as unacceptably poor customer
service, they are willing at least to
explore alternatives. They would clearly
prefer, however, to maintain a stable
regulatory relationship with the cable
industry, which is why they are pursuing immunity legislation and FCC
relief on technical deregulation, and
why they are paying more attention to
the customer service and transfer-ofcontrol provision in their franchises. •
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Personnel shortage
hitting contractors hard
I

n the early 1980s, when CATV
construction was booming, operators
had it made. There were so many
contractors out there that MSOs could
dictate price, speed, incentives and
other clauses to contracts in order to
get systems up and running as fast as
possible.
Now, it's the late '80s and constuction is booming again. Though this
round of construction (fueled mainly
by rebuilds or upgrades of existing
plant or extensions into newly developed areas) will never rival the halcyon
days of yesteryear in terms of miles
built, constractors, equipment suppliers, manufacturers and distributors
are all reporting long backlogs of
equipment, record revenues and brisk
business.
Not the same
But this time, something's different.

"People don't want it slapped together," he says. "In a short time
frame, the industry has gone from 220
MHz to 550 MHz, so now there's a
quality concern. People want it done
right. Speed isn't as important as it
was five or 10 years ago."
Mike Refalo, president of Elan Engineering, has also noticed the importance of quality to MSOs. "People are
more aware that quality is worth
paying for because it reduces long-term
maintenance costs," he says. "There's
Concern over quality
more thought going into plant builds—
people used to just put up the plant
With the industry maturing, many
anywhere, now there's more cost analycontractors have noticed that MSOs are
sis and modeling going on. It's not like
more concerned with the quality of the
the old days where it was fight for the
job over anything else, including price.
franchise and build everything."
Gone are the days when any fly-byThat's also true to some extent in the
night company could waltz in, promise
to build asystem for little more than a installation world, says Jamie
MacGeorge, vice president of the insong and assemble it in no time, says
stallation services divison of RTK Corp.
Harry Wahl, vice president of turnkey
"Quality seems to be more of apriority
sales at Cable Services Co.
MSOs often cannot meet construction
schedules because of a shortage of
manpower. Finding qualified personnel is more difficult than finding systems to rebuild, according to every
contractor interviewed for this story.
What's happened? Where did all the
labor go? And, perhaps more importantly, where will the qualified labor
pool come from when fiber optic cable
begins to be implemented in abig way?
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We Built The Block
Some Typical Systems We've Built —
Williamsport, Pa
300 Miles
Utica, NY
600 Miles
Bennettsville, SC
80 Miles
Jenkintown, PA
200 Miles
New Kensington, PA
300 Miles
Port Huron, MI
500 Miles
Sandwich, MA
200 Miles
Lauderdale Lakes, FL
20 Miles
Pembroke, MA
90 Miles
Fredericksburg, VA
120 Miles
Culpepper, VA
80 Miles
Halifax, MA
40 Miles
Loudoun County, VA —100 Miles
Kutztown, Pa
50 Miles
Hallwood, Exmore, VA 75 Miles
Chatham, NY
100 Miles
Glens Falls, NY
250 Miles
Manassas, VA
75 Miles
Hanover, PA
100 Miles
Lawrence, KS
"20 Miles
Buena Vista, VA
25 Miles
Danville, NH
25 Miles
Lancaster, PA
100 Miles
Ponce, PR
300 Miles
Londonderry, NH
/00 Miles
Marion, OH
100 Miles
Waverly, OH
20 Miles
Atkinson, NH
40 Miles
Kingston, NH
50 Miles
Rockland, MA
50 Miles
Abington, MA
60 Miles
Boume, MA
150 Miles
Hershey, PA
100 Miles
Blossburg, PA
20 Miles
Chitenango, NY
40 Miles
St. Albans, VT
50 Miles

Ottawa, OH
50 Miles
Upper Merion, PA
90 Miles
Brockway, PA
10 Miles
Greensburg, PA
200 Miles
Duxbury, MA
125 Miles
Westfield, PA
12 Miles
Norristown, PA
150 Miles
Pelham, NH
80 Miles
Plympton, MA
25 Miles
Sandwich, MA
200 Miles
Windham, NH
85 Miles
St. Clair Twp., MI
50 Miles
Bloomsburg, PA
20 Miles
Wilkes-Barre, PA
10 Miles
Weatherly, PA
25 Miles
Abington, PA
300 Miles
Algonac/Clay Twp., MI ..50 Miles
Southern, NJ
2,800 Miles
Bolling A.F.B., MD
5Miles
University of Toledo, OH 5Miles
Brandywine, PA
100 Miles
Chalfont, PA
12 Miles
Chesterfield Twp., MI...100 Miles
China Twp., MI
10 Miles
College% ille Trappe, PA 20 Miles
Doylestown, PA
50 Miles
Egg Harbor, NJ
"2 Miles
East Hampton, NJ
'5 Miles
Littlestown, PA
100 Miles
Newton, NH
1 5Miles
Moncy/Hughesville, PA..25 Miles
Nassawatiox, VA
12 Miles
Lower Gwynedd Twp., PA
25 Miles
New Holland, PA
10 Miles
Shamokin, PA
50 Miles

Plymouth, MA
25 Miles
Knoxville, PA
5Mites
Nanticoke, PA
15 Miles
Onancock, VA
15 Miles
Mays Landing, NJ
50 Miles
Keene Valley, NY
20 Miles
White Marsh, PA
20 Miles
Lower Providence Twp., PA
75 Miles
Eastown, PA
50 Miles
New Britain Twp., PA 30 Miles
Hamilton, NY
50 Miles
Tredyffrin, Twp., PA....150 Miles
Memphis, MI
6Miles
Northampton Twp., PA
150 Miles
Whitpain Twp., PA
50 Miles
Springfield, PA
30 Miles
Skippack Twp., PA
45 Miles
New Baltimore, MI
25 Miles
East China Twp., MI
25 Miles
Newtown Sq., PA
50 Miles
Harrison Twp., MI
100 Miles
Ira Twp., MI
"0 Miles
Worchester, Twp., PA ....50 Miles
Marine City, MI
30 Miles
New Haven, MI
10 Miles
Sharon, PA
12 Miles
E. Whiteland, PA
'5 Miles
Romeo, Washington,
Bruce, MI
100 Miles
Poland, NY
25 Miles
Selfridge A.F.B., MI
10 Miles
Trenton, Remson, NY
25 Miles
Henderson, NC
100 Miles

Cable Services Company Inc.
2113 Marydale Ave •Williamsport, PA 17701 •717-323-8518 •800-233-8452 •In PA: 800-332-8545
Reader Service Number 9

CONSTRUCTION
with some companies, but not all of
them," he says.
For example, while Bob Luff was at
United Artists Cablesystems, the company realized it was worth paying the
additional costs of a good install because the job was done so much better
and the materials used were also
better. And now that Luff is at Jones,
MacGeorge says Jones has taken that
attitude, too.
MacGeorge says other developments—
such as TCI's acceptance of the relatively expensive Raychem connector
and Sammon's almost-universal use of
quad-shielded coax—are direct evidence
that quality has become much more
important than in years past.
Practices have changed
"Practices have changed 120 percent," agrees Harold Bigham, a22-year
cable industry veteran and president
of Bigham Cable Construction. "We
used to just put it up, no one cared how
it looked as long as it worked," he says.
Sue Taylor, president of Taylor Telecommunications, also agrees that things
have changed. "Practices are much
more efficient now, there's so much
more high technology. The old school
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Quality installs are important.
is out and the new school is in."
Over his 22 years of experience,
contractors have perfected their methods and tools have been devised for
every conceivable need, says Bigham.
In the late '60s, certain tools taken for
granted today—like bending boards—
weren't universally available, he says.
"We were just starting to perfect some
tools back then."
Ed Schenck, president of Schenck
Construction and aveteran of 24 years,
feels that price still is still the paramount issue with many operators. "I

think the quality required by operators
may be less than in the past," he says.
"I find more emphasis on price than
quality. Maybe I'm in adifferent world
than some other contractors but we're
constantly having to compete with
'overnight contractors.'"
The big change Roger Kennedy has
seen since 1972, when he first entered
the industry is in the tool area. "We
didn't have the necessary tools to do a
good job by today's standards," says
Kennedy, president of Kennedy Cable
Construction. "Now we have better
tools and procedures." That's important
these days because so much new construction is underground. In fact, underground work is becoming so prevalent that it's fully one-half of Kennedy's work load, he says.
Personnel shortage
With the need for aquality job comes
ademand for qualified personnel to do
the job right the first time. And that's
where a lot of contractors are being
hung up, because there just isn't the
number of laborers available as before.
This is due to several reasons, according to contractors. Experienced
CATV construction crews have grown

R.T.G.* IIERSALIFI'S •Ready for You •Right Now!
When you need alift in ahurry, call
your Versalift Distributor. He has
fast access to our R.T.G.* pool of
complete, mounted Versalifts. No
waiting because of long delivery on
vehicles, manufacturing delays, or
freight problems. Best of all, they're
Versalifts, with job-proven
reliability and industry-wide
acceptance. And, since we're
mounting them in quantity, the

prices are right, too. Truck or van
mounted, telescopic or "elbow"
models, with working heights up to
55 feet, all ready to go to work —
Now!

MANufiCTuRING C(IMPANy

Ready To Go

Mounted on current
model chassis.
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For the name of your
Versallft Distributor,
call:

Reader Service Number 10

P.O. Box 20368
Waco, TX 76702-0368
(817) 776-0900

NOW THERE ARE
TWO WAYS TO
COLLECT SYSTEM-WIDE
SPECTRAL DATA.
mu

SEND THE WHOLE FLEET.

GIVE ONE COMMAND
WITH THE MAGNAVOX
LINE MONITOR.

When you put Magnavox Line Monitors (MLM) to work
it's like placing aspectrum analyzer at every critical
point in your broadband system. MLM can monitor your
entire system from any remote location and warn you
when it strays from set parameters.
Unlike other status monitoring systems that typically
measure just one or two signals, MLM monitors and
measures all the signals in your CATV and LAN system.
So you can quickly and automatically localize frequencyrelated faults and even identify other types of system
performance degradation. With MLM your technicians
spend their time fixing aproblem, not tracking it down.
MLM has some features you'd find in more expensive
digital spectrum analyzers. Like colorful and informative graphics that tell you at aglance how your system is
performing. And storage and retrieval that gives you a
complete record of system performance. MLM gives
you all these features in an attractively-priced package,
so you can install as many line monitors as you need to
cover your whole system.
MLM is from Magnavox, acompany you've come to
know for quality, reliability and service. For application
information and an MLM demonstration, call your
Magnavox representative.

301133333

Compact MLM module is enclosed
ma rugged housing that withstands
the extreme environments of acable
system.
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MLM display showing sweep response. White is actual response;
yellow is stored response.
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MLM display showing the video,
color and sound carriers of Channel
3with upper adjacent channel picture carrier and lower adjacent
sound and color carrier also shown.

MAGNAVOX
CATV SYSTEMS CO.

A DIVISION OF CONSOLIDATED ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES CORP
100 Fairgrounds Drive, Manlius, NY 13104
(315) 682-9105 Fax: (315) 682-9006
Call 1-800-448-5171 (In New York 1-800-522-7464)
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CONSTRUCTION
older, settled down and found jobs in
different industries that don't require
so much travel. Wage increases have
not kept up with other industries.
Benefit packages are not universally
offered. The type of skills in demand
today are more technically oriented
and demanding. All that has left contractors suffering from labor shortages.
"We're having an awful time keeping linemen," says Taylor. In one Ohio
job Taylor had, she kept losing personnel to the big Cleveland build, where
better wages and longer contracts were
offered. Bigham says he often has to
go through five or six candidates to find
one qualified person for the job. And
Refalo's company now offers holidays,
vacations, medical and disability insurance whereas five years ago he
didn't have it. "We want to hire more
long-term employees," Refalo says. "We
want to keep our trained personnel."
Treating people as long-term employees pays off in the long run, says
Wahl, who says he isn't as troubled by
the shortage as many others are. "We
try to treat our people well," he says.
"That way they stick with us." Chris
Murray, vice president of Murray International, says it's difficult to find
traditional linemen, "but Ithink they're

With proper tools, construction is easier than before.
out there," he says.
quirements have changed, so there are
fewer people with the skills necessary
Some solutions
for today's construction activity. Consequently, Burnup and Sims, his parent
Robert Long, president of Burnup
company, operates amobile school that
and Sims Cablecom said the job retrains people for the work that's in

Scientific
Atlanta
8500, 8550 & 8580
addressable
converter
repairs
• Repair cost $16.95 plus parts
• Ninety day warranty on parts
and labor
• Repaired with Scientific Atlanta
parts only
• 10-15 working day turnaround
time

but our tools are here to stay!
•Made in the U.S.A.
•Proven in the field for durability
•Hand-crafted from precision parts
•Service-oriented manufacturer

.0 cable ()ref>
u
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BEN HUGHES COMMUNICATION PROCUCTS CO

207 Middlesex Avenue
Chester, CT 06412-0373
(203) 526-4337 FAX: (203)526-2291

Call for quotes on Distribution
and Headend Equipment repairs.

800-346-3083

M
A ,Midwest

%AA, CATV Engineering
1818 Went Street Mishawaka, IN 46545
Reader Service Number 13

"I've just shown my
customer how to fully
restore service for
any of his upconverters in less than five
minutes."

"The Hughes
Standby Upconverter is so flexible,
Ican use it to backup any one of my 80
TV channels."

"Through the years I've stayed with Hughes because they
have continually provided new products ard equipment enhancements that allow me to give my subscribers the best
service possiple."
For instance, you can assure even better, uninterrupted service
if you have the new Hughes AML Frequency Agile Standby
Upconverter Model AML-AUPC-135. It's asolid state, 550 MHz
broadband, linear upconverter designed specifically for use
with any Hughes AML-MTX-132 transmitter operating in the
CARS band (12.7-13.2 GHz).
Compact and lightweight, this standby module mounts in any
MTX-132 bay ard, once installed, requires only an input connection and adriver amplifier adjustment for the TV channel to be
transmitted. And it also offers acost-effective way to delay the
purchase of an extra Day when you need only one or two additional channels.
For more information, contact Hughes Aircraft Company,
Microwave Communications Products toll free: (800) 227-7359,
ext. 6233. In California: (213)517-6233. In Canada: COMLINK
Systems Inc., Pickering, Ontario, (416) 831-8282.

HUGHES
Reader Service Number 14
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Construction
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CORPORATION

7 Glenwood Avenue, East Orange, NJ 07017
(201) 678-2083
Fax #201 678-6971
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(206) 867-9694

Schenck

Harold Bighorn
President

construct-Ion

Edward A. Schenck
President

Bud Longnecker

Cable Construction, Inc.

Imel L. Wheat, Jr.

VP/Aerial

Complete CATV Construction

VP/Underground

15042 NE 95th
P.O. Box 3159
Redmond, WA 98073-3159
Aerial and Underground Cable TV Construction; Turnkey
Reader Service Number 69

P.O. Box 903
Gulf Breeze, FL 32561

(904) 932-6869
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Home: (203) 871-6750

CONTRACT INSTALLERS, INC.
UHF Radio Equipped Trucks •Uniformed Installers
HOUSE INSTALLATIONS
Aerial -Underground -Pre-wire
APARTMENT INSTALLATIONS
Post wire -Pre-wire Commercial Building
Tap Audits

MURRAY INTERNATIONAL INC.
Charles O'Reilly
National Sales Director

Install or Remove Traps and/or Conveners
Drop change over for System Rebullds

199 Wells Avenue, Suite #1
Newton, MA 02159

(617) 244-2267
FAX (617) 965-8752
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LENNY FISCHER

P.O. Box 1564

(414) 582-7087

Appleton, Wisconsin 54913-1564
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• Installation
• Tap Auditing

Moe

• M.D.U. Wiring
• C.L.I. Auditing

P.O. Box 621518

Littleton, CO 80162

(303) 730-8885
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Frank Walker
Marketing Manager
Kennedy Cable Construction, Inc.
Highway 280 West •Post Office Box 760
Reidsville, Georgia 30453
(912) 557-4751 •FAX: (912)557-6545
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Burnup&Sims
Vaw Cable Corn, Inc.

Long Cable Electronics, Inc.
"For the Finest in Converter Repair'
"Equipment Brokered"

Call Ned:
518-393-5415

Robert Long
President
6440 Hillandale Drive

1228 Albany Street, Schenectady, NY 12304

All phases of CATV construction: Aerial, underground,
rebuild, newbuild, retrofit and turnkey.

(404) 482-7612

See us at the Western Show, Booth 740.
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3127 5 Northwestern Hwy

NaCom

Suite 228
Farmington Hills. M I 48018

nurfflmepow

Lithonia, GA 30058

(313) 855-6575

ELAN

ENGINEERING

Turkey Construction
CATV, LAN and Fiber Optic Systems

BUILDING COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS THROUGHOUT AMERICA

•
•
•
•
•

Installations (including fiber optics)
Converter exchanges, PPV, audits, special projects
MDU, SMATV, & LAN Pre/postwiring
Strand mapping, engineering, signal leakage
Design (AutoCADD)

• Aerial/underground construction

1900 E. Dublin-GranvIlle Rd., Columbus, Ohio 43229
614/895-1313 • 800/848-3998 • FAX 614/895-8942

Michael W. Flefalo
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Aerial/Underground
Construction

• Underground
• Aerial
• Rebuilds
• MOU
• Drop Trans.
• Audits

CABLE SERVICES COMPANY/INC.

Taylor Tele-Communications, Inc.

2113 MARYDALE AVENUE

2040 EAST MARKET STREET. SUITE 4

WILLIAmSPORT, PA 17701

AKRON, OHIO 44312

(800) 233-8452
PA-(800) 332-8545

1216/ 784-2960
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qaikeijijelle
CABLE
CONTRACTORS, INC.
Aerial & Underground Construction •Splicing
Balancing •Activation •Sweep •Installation •Audit
2524 PARK ST

MUSKEGON HTS

HARRY LAMBERT
President -CEO
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TELEPHONE
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Aerial &
Underground
Construction

119 River Road
Riverside, NJ 08075
(609) 461-5640
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WARNING
BUYING THE TAILGATER

C471 .rekee,
COULD HELP YOUR BUSINESS

toll .1
I( (7 I:11

demand. Right now that school is in the
Atlanta area, training a number of
people who were recently laid off by a
large aerospace firm to install CATV,
telephone and fiber optic cables and
electronics.
"It's about as tough (to find and
keep employees) as I've ever seen it,"
says Schenck. There's more turnover
because wages haven't kept up with the
cost of living, some of his long-term
employees are starting to settle down,
and the travel is wearing on others. "I
see almost a backward curve on benefits—some contractors don't even offer
benefits," he says.
What can be done to keep employees?
In addition to treating them well,
MSOs could do more long-term planning for system rebuilds, says Long.
"That would help keep people at the
rebuild site if they know they're there
to build and maintain it. They know
they'd be there for a certain length of
time and would give them more security. We've moved people around a lot.
Usually, if those guys can find another
comparable job, they'll take it."
Keys to success

ffWe use our trucks with The Tailgater CATV
System everyday. They have proven to be durable
— strong may be abetter word. They are so well
built and hold up under hard use.
"Our crews like them because they are versatile
and functional. Ilike this feature because the less
time they spend looking for tools and supplies, the
more calls they can make. And that's the name of
the game, isn't it?9,
Jim Fox
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Versatile Truck Bed Systems

0111.011AI'

627 Brunken Ave., Suite A • Salinas, CA 93901
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• (408) 424-7710
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Along with quality work, operators
often rely on acontractor's track record
and the services he offers when selecting a company to build a project, says
Wahl. "Price is still an issue, but
service is the biggest issue," he says.
And because Cable Services offers turnkey service, operators know the company won't pack up and leave until the
system works properly and won't be
saddled with left over coax, electronics
or other "spare parts."
Refalo's Elan Engineering also offers
turnkey service. "One-stop shops tend
to disrupt things less, especially if
they're brought in to extend an existing
system," he says. He also agrees that
price is important, but being the low
bidder can work against you too. "If
you're the lowest bidder, maybe you're
not giving them the service they want,"
he says.
No longer vogue
Even though he's done turnkey work
in the past and still does some now,
turnkey is not always what operators
want, says Schenck. "Turnkey isn't
as much in vogue now because many
of the projects are smaller now and they
(MSOs) can control them better than
before," he says.
Reputation and personal knowledge
of the MSOs can also open doors for

A great cover up for
underground CATV installations!
Carson Industries, Inc., aleading
manufacturer of structural foam plastic
utility products has developed afull line
of Grade Level Boxes (GLB) that are a
great cover up for underground
CATV plant.
Ideal for housing drops, passives
and active splice applications, there's a
Carson "GLB" designed to meet your
requirements:
•GLB-608 — For housing single RG
drop underground cable.
•GLB-610 — Houses multi-drop
underground cables.
•GLB-1419 — Designed for use in
special passive and drop
applications.
•GLB-1320 — For underground
drop and passive electronics
applications. Also used for
coax feeder and trunk
cable splices.
•GLB-1324 — Available
in 12" and 15" depths
for housing underground single or dual
passive applications, and for
coax feeder and trunk cable splices.

•GLB-1730 — This box comes in
either 12", 15", or 18" depths. It will
house single and dual plant tap/
splitter combinations, and coax trunk
splices. Optional racking is also
available for special below grade active
equipment applications.
Carson GLB features include HDPE
structural foam plastic; 100% stainless
steel hex bolts, or optional penta and
captive security bolts; available in grey
or green with ultra-violet stabilizers
added: box bodies tapered to eliminate
ground upheaval and provide stability;
CATV identification molded into
covers; optional anti-skid covers

See us at the Western Show, Booth #1170.

available; and hot-dipped galvanized
steel bracketry available for below grade
active device applications.
Carson GLBs are marketed
exclusively by Channell as part of the
Channell total packaging concept for
underground CATV installations. They're
also readily available from authorized
distributors throughout North America:
Anixter
Cable TV Supply
Signal Vision
Looking for agreat cover
up for your underground CATV
installations? Take agood
look at Carson's complete
line of Grade Level Boxes.
For complete information,
call Channell toll-free, or
contact your nearest
authorized Carson
distributor.

CARSON
INDUSTRIES
INC.
1925 "A" Street La Verne, CA 91750
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CONSTRUCTION
you, says Bigham. "It's hard to get
into the MSOs who don't know you
because they often work with specific
contractors" who they know and trust.
Bigham adds that agood reputation for
getting the job done correctly can often
make up for ahigher cost.
What about fiber optics?
When fiber optic technology begins
to be deployed in a big way starting

next year, these same contractors will
experience even more changes over a
short period of time. Although many
say that actual installation of the cable
itself is similar (or even simpler) than
the traditional coaxial type, some of the
rules will change and splicers will be
very important to the overall success
of the job.
Every contractor questioned for this
article acknowledges that fiber is the
wave of the future; some even have

extensive fiber installation experience
under their belts. Those who don't are
doing everything they can to learn
about the medium.
"We'll have to get into fiber to
survive," says Taylor. In fact, the
company is expecting to install fiber
in a Mississippi system in the near
future. To handle the work, Taylor will
be hiring experienced fiber installation
people and are eduating themselves
daily. "Everything's changing," Taylor says.
Fact-finding mission

The Word is
leakin s
Out.

1
In case you haven't heard, the word in CLI
testing is CLI-MATE,Tm amobile signal leakage
audit service conducted exclusively by Cablelogic.
CV-MATE
can pinpoint your individual leak
locations with over 90% accuracy.

CLI-MATE m conforms to FCC regulations for CLI
reporting. And...

CLI-MATET"
will furnish you with acomprehensive
data analysis of your plant. All for about half of
what you would pay for an inhouse program.
If you need help locating leaks, the word is...

faileMAT'E

Call today for more details and acost analysis for
testing your cable plant.
30 3 /730-8885

CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 2617

LITTLETON, CO 80161
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Cable Services' Wahl is in a similar
situation. "We're on a fact-finding
mission," he says. Key company personnel are attending seminars, reading
tutorial material and taking trips to
various equipment and cable manufacturers. "We anticipate no problems"
with the advent of fiber, says Wahl.
"Right now it (fiber) is practical and
doable for supertrunking" but the big
issue is how quickly it will be used for
subtrunks and feeders. "Just about
every customer we talk to is asking
about fiber...it's avery hot topic," Wahl
adds.
But keeping up with product announcements and making sense of who
offers the best system isn't easy, either.
"We're waiting for the dust to settle"
in the AM race, Wahl says. "We're
doing it slowly."
Saw changes long ago
Kennedy's construction company has
been doing some fiber for about three
years now, he says. "We saw the
industry changing. We feel we have
good, broad experience in fiber." Kennedy has installed fiber for Southern
Bell, Microtel and a fiber LAN project
for Martin Marietta.
Although LAN projects and telephone companies have used fiber extensively, many CATV companies still
harbor a "wait-and-see" attitude, according to Refalo. "They see fiber as
new and expensive. Most see it as a
good technology but they're hesitant"
because they know they need to train
their personnel.
Training personnel for fiber installation and maintenance will be a big
issue that may pose additional personnel problems for construction companies. They'll have to recruit experienced technicians from companies experienced in fiber installation or they'll
have to rely on in-house training
seminars to bring their existing people

Channel', Integral, Carson...
One call for all!
(800) 423-1863

Did you know—in addition
to being the largest CATV
enclosure manufacturer—
Channell is also the exclusive
marketing representative for
Integral's Cablecon® cable-inconduit and Carson's CLBTM Grade
Level Boxes? With just one call,
you can buy all of these products
directly from Channell. No agents
and no distributors. You benefit

with lower prices and the services
of Channell's nationwide direct
sales organization.
Whether your project is
large or small, you can save alot
of time and big bucks by buying
directly from Channell. To order
the complete line of Channell,
Integral and Carson CATV
products, one toll free call does
it all!

gealUngtn
ICDIP@MG211CM
620 W. Foothill Boulevard
Glendora, CA 91740
(800) 423-1863 except CA
(800) 345-3624 in CA

Warehouse Locations: •Los Angeles •Dallas •Tampa •Toronto
Reader Service Number 18

See us at the Western Show, Booth #1170

CONSTRUCTION
up to date. Either scenario is likely to
cost them—and also their customers—
more money.
"The supply of qualified personnel
may have to be cultivated," admits
Long. "We hope to be able to do that
with our mobile school."
"There's going to be abig shortage"
of installers, predicts Refalo. In anticipation of that situation, Elan has been
training its people and also has hired
some splicers from various telco projects they've done.
Unlike some others, Murray isn't
pressing the personnel panic button
yet. His firm has extensive fiber experience with the Dublin, Ireland cable
system and several telco projects in the
U.K. Murray trains its people and
recruits from other companies to make
sure he has alarge enough pool to draw
from.
Future looks bright

Despite the shortage of personnel
that seemingly will carry into the next
few years, the immediate future for
CATV construction companies looks
bright. With some contracts now being
let for the next three to four years,
some are saying this "bubble" of

Can the industry survive ashortage of splicers?
activity could last well into the early completed. If everyone meets their
1990s.
projections, it may end (about 1990).
Burnup and Sims' Long says it's But people usually fall short of their
hard to predict how long the boom will
projections," he says. And with ashortlast, but says it'll be around for "the
age of personnel, that situation doesn't
next couple of years at least. It depends
look to change rapidly. •
on how quickly some of those jobs are
—Roger Brown

WA RNING
£.4

FREE TRIAL
10 DAY FREE TRIAL

Production Model *247

Rechargeable Field Model #724

$625.00

$98.00

We are so confident that you will love this tool, we are taking
this unusual step to let you find out why, if you strip cable*,
this is the tool you've been looking for.
TO AVOID POOR QUALITY, DELAYS,
COST OVERRUNS, CHOOSE A PROVEN,
CAPABLE CONTRACTOR

For aquotation on your New Build, Rebuild, Retrofit,
aerial or underground nationwide call:
A Burnup&Sims
Cable Corn, Inc.

1-800-241-2105 or 404-4827612

Each unit comes with one cutter head (RG-59 or RG-6).
Additional and/or replacement heads are available for
$19.00 each. Blades last 8,000 to 10,000 strips. Battery
charge lasts 200 to 300 strips.
To receive your free trial or for further information, call or
write us at .

Cocas Intel

P.O. Box 714
Liverpool, NY 13088

(315) 455-9295
For "F" Connector
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Cablecon®

THE CM'MAE 1
11H)TECTC)It!
our high standards and specifications.
After the conduit is extruded over the
4 "
/
3
with RG
cable, it is swept again and each reel is
service wire.
13mm
individually certified to meet your
Cable-in-Conduit (CIC) —
11
4 "
/
with 750
with RG
stringent QC requirements. The
"The Great Protector."
jacketed, flooded coax.
service wire.
end result: Improved quality of
With Cablecon CIC you
your underground plant and
get many hidden benefits that
product that maintains its repull
aren't apparent on the surface:
capability.
TIME-PROVEN PERFORMANCE.
EASY AVAILABILITY.
With more than 15 years in business,
To assure that you get competent service,
Integral is the oldest and largest
Integral and Channell have created a
supplier of CIC in the CATV industry.
nationwide direct sales network. In
As amajor purchaser of cable, Integral
addition, distribution warehouses are
has built tremendous relationships with
strategically located in the following
all of the major cable manufacturers —
major cities to serve your needs:
all of whom enthusiastically recommend
•Dallas •Tampa
Cablecon CIC for protection of coaxial
•Los Angeles •Toronto
cable in all underground CATV
Whether you're trenching,
applications.
plowing, pulling, or re-pulling, protect
HAVE IT YOUR WAY.
THE REAL TEST.
your assets and specify Cablecon CIC
When you choose Cablecon CIC, you get Don't be fooled by substitute products
alot more than just ahole in the ground. that may look similar but fail to come up ... "The Great Protector!" For complete
You select the cable of your choice and to Integral's high standards of qualityand information on CIC, drop-in-conduit,
empty duct with pull-string prespecify the dB return loss. We take full
performance. Integral
installed, or prelubricated conduit,
responsibility for its performance from
sweeps every reel
contact Integral Corporation or
the time it shipped until its in
of cable purchased
Channel! today.
the ground.
to assure it meets
Protect your assets and your
underground cable all of the way
through installation with Cablecon

Now from Integral...

1.11BADUK ®
Aslick solution
for cable pulling!

See us at the Western Show, Booth #1170.

I" with
500 jacketed,
flooded coax.

0

6integral

90 Corporation
1424 Barry Avenue, P.O. Box 11269
Dallas, TX 75223
(214) 826-0590 •(800) 527-2168 except TX
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FIBER OPTICS

Fiber optic installation
A

swe all know, fiber optic
technology is beginning
to find appropriate
applications in CATV. As this
technology comes out of the
laboratories and into use over
the next decade, the local
system technical people will
learn to deal with it on adaily
basis. One aspect of this technology is the installation and
maintenance of the fiber cable plant itself. Here we discuss the fundamental physical characteristics of glass
fiber and the resultant cable
designs, installation practices
and maintenance practices
that will yield success.

Figure lOuter

Ripcords

Steel or Aluminum
Armor
Polyethylene Inner Jacket
Polyester Tape
Loose Buffer Tubes
Optical Fiber
Coating
Strength Member
Figure 2
Binder Tape
and Core Wrap

Cable designs
Casual observations of most
fiber optic cables will discover
that they differ in construction from traditional coaxial
and twisted-pair metal cables. The nature of glass has
presented the cable manufacturer several challenges. First
is the size of the fiber, which
is several orders of magnitude smaller than typical metallic conductors. Mechanically, glass exhibits very high
tensile strength but very low
elongation which means particular attention must be paid
to bending of the fiber to
prevent breakage, whereas
copper and aluminum have
relatively good bending characteristics. However, perhaps
the most challenging characteristic is fiber's performance
sensitivity to mechanical
strain. Under even very small
sustained strain loads, the
transmission characteristics
will be altered and the life of
the fiber may be shortened.
The first requirement of
By Larry W. Nelson, Executive
Vice President, General
Instrument Comm/Scope
Division

Jacket

Strength
Member
PE Core
Optical Fibers
Figure 3

Outer Jacket

Strength Members

PE Tube
Up to 12 Ribbons
(144 Fibers)

Intermediate
PE Jacket
Bedding Layer

Lightguide Ribbon

12 Fibers

©1988, with permission, from
the NCTA Technical Papers,
1988.
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good cable design is to furnish
finished product which has
the intended life and performance under the installed
conditions. Communications
fiber optic cables have followed the design life objectives of our traditional coaxial and twisted-pair products.
Thus, materials and environmental protections applied
should under most conditions
exceed 20 to 30 years, excepting physical damage. Careful
attention must be applied to
construction techniques and
to unusual environmental conditions so as not to compromise the design life.
Cable designers have been
successful in developing cables which can be installed
by conventional means with
very few exceptions or
changes. In fact, the areas of
concern in construction practice for fiber cables mirror
those of our traditional CATV
coaxial lines. Materials and
geometric design elements are
chosen to combat severe bending, tensile elongation and
impact loads. All construction
techniques can be utilized
including aerial lashed, aerial messengered, plowing
trenching and duct.
As with metallic cables, the
most destructive environmental element is water in its
several forms. Fiber cables
intended for outdoor use,
whether aerial or underground, must be protected
from water ingress. For this
reason, you will find flooding
materials and bonding between cable elements commonly used in all cables. Glass
is attacked by water in a
process called hydrogenation.
This results in microcracks
which will propagate over
time, ultimately resulting in
fiber failure.
Three basic designs
Three basic cable designs
have evolved, all of which are

COMM/SCOPE.
THE CHOICE IN CABLE.
Comm/Scope, the company you've come to know as the world's largest supplier of coaxial
cable, introduces new Optical Reach fiber optic cable to the CATV industry.
New Optical Reach provides you with the same exceptional quality, reliability and service
you expect with other Comm/Scope products.
Physically, Optical Reach uses loose-tube buffer construction. It is available in configurations of up to 72 fibers and custom designs can be developed.
In addition, we've made training and installation available to you and your staff. So you'll
be getting agreat new product and Comm/Scope know-how. Both of which ensure that technology is employed to your greatest advantage.
For more information on Optical Reach, or our coaxial products, just call 800/982-1708 or
800/222-6808 in NC.

COMM/SCOPE. WITH YOU ALL THE WAY.
Comm/Scope Division, General Instrument Corporation, PO Box 1729, Hickory, NC 28603, 800/982-1708 (800/2.22-6808 in NC), Telex: 802-166

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
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FIBER OPTICS
successful in obtaining the objectives
set out. These are known as loose tube,
slotted core and ribbon cables.

YOUR SINGLE
SOURCE FOR
CATV
Fiber Optics
Telecommunications
Aerial and
Underground
Construction
Services

There's
just no
substitute
for
experience!!!
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Loose tube
Several implementations of basic
loose tube design are available. One
generally representative sample is
shown in Figure 1.
All of these designs utilizes the
concept of buffering and incorporate a
strength member. Buffering simply
means that the cable design attempts
to mechanically isolate the fiber from
all adverse conditions including impact, crushing, bending, tensile and
thermal stress.
Figure 2 shows one of several variations in slotted core (open channel)
construction.
Strength members are available as
either steel or a dielectric such as
Kevlar or FRR Both materials produce
cables which meet all the mechanical,
physical and optical requirements set
forth. In cable designs which place the
strength member in the center surrounded by fibers, the use of adielectric
is advantageous to prevent the possibility of an electrical potential between
the strength member and outer steel
armor or aerial strand.
Also, use of all dielectric designs for
duct and buried plants may be particularly advantageous in higher lightning
areas of the country. The marginal
increased cost of dielectric materials
are worthy of consideration particularly with higher fiber count cables
which carry proportionately higher
revenue traffic.
A very high density fiber design
available from AT&T is the ribbon
cable, shown in Figure 3. In many
respects, this design is similar in
concept to aloose tube construction.
Aerial Installations

Established 1972

Home Office:
P.O. Box 760

(912) 557-4751

Reidsville, GA 30453
Regional Office:
100 Adrienne Road
Haines City, FL 33844

(813) 439-3621
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All of the general techniques and
methods of aerial installations which
have been successfully used with coaxial cables can be applied to fiber optic
cables.
In order to have asuccessful install,
the fiber must be protected from stress.
If afiber is subjected to astress equal
to 30 percent or more of its breaking
strength, there will be a reduction in
the life of the fiber. Such excessive
stress produces microcracks in the
glass which over time will propagate,
resulting in failure.
Cables have been designed and are
specified for maximum tensile load
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strength such that the fibers are sufficiently protected. It is vital that the
cable specifications are adhered to.
Most cables carry a specification of at
least 600 pounds maximum pulling
strength. Observing this limit strictly
during pulling will prevent fiber damage. It is recommended that atensionmeter, fusable link or other device be
used during the pulling process so as
to guarantee that the maximum pull
strength specification is not exceeded.
All cable designs incorporate one or
more strength members. Their purpose
is to absorb the tensile load applied
during installation and during the life
of the cable. Attaching the pulling
devices to the cable properly is essential to transferring the load to the
strength member rather than to the
fiber. Kellums® grips, pulling eyes,
etc. should be effectively attached to
the central strength member.
One characteristic of fiber cable is its
light weight. In most cases the cable is
lighter than coax. Even so, rollers and
other support devices must be used
along the spans to support the cable
during a backpull. The size, number
and spacing should be equivalent to
good coaxial cable installation. Failure
to use sufficient support may result in
excessive drag or exceeding the minimum bend radius.
Cable designs have been chosen to
give minimum bend radius essentially
equivalent to other types of cables. This
is usually specified at about 10 times
the cable diameter. Thus, the standard
practice with regard to corner blocks
should be followed. Obviously, every
additional corner encountered during
the pull will increase the pulling
tension.
The splice case will contribute substantially to the overall life of the
installation. First of all, it must be
environmentally qualified for the installation. Water entry into the case
will create a significant problem. The
internal structure of the case must be
designed with the bending characteristics of the fiber, the type splice to be
used, the type cable and convenience
of the splicer in mind.
The case must be designed to contain
excess fiber lengths up to several
meters. This allows the fiber ends to
be brought out to the splicer for easy,
effective work. The excess length also
allows the fiber to be coiled back into
the case with large enough radii to
avoid damage to the fibers or excess
attenuation. Specific coil frames are
usually provided to hold the fibers.
The case should also contain some
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Common myths of agility
There are many common
myths about agility and its
"limitations" in Cable TV
applications. While many of
these myths were true at one
point in time, technology has
taken agility beyond its earlier
limitations.
Spurious beats. "Agiles
throw beats all over your system."
Development and
implementation of better
convertors and better alignment
techniques have made "beats"
an unheard of complaint at ISS.
Of all QC reports for the last six
months beats have not accounted
for asingle rejection.
Carrier to noise. You can't
stack agiles without C/N eating
your lunch." True, it is aknown
fact that abroadband hybrid
outputs alow level noise on the
unmodulated bandwidth, and the
summation of these "noises"
will pull your C/N to an unacceptable level. However, rather
than a) pretend the problem
does not exist or b) go elsewhere
and use an inflexible technology, we have opted to do something unheard of in the industry...work with the customer. If
you are going deeper than four
channels, ISS will provide at no
cost the filtering necessary to
exceed the NCTA spec of aC/N
of 60 dB. In fact, this filtering
allows C/N of better than 90 dB
out-of-band. The C/N actually
becomes unmeasurable on most
test equipment found in CATV
systems.
Why buy agile, my system
lineup won't change. True,
and pressure taps are good
enough and 220 MHz is all the

bandwidth needed for cable. Literally hundreds of firms and
individuals are reaping fortunes
in the sale of surplus equipment
annually. This surplus is simply
because system needs and
lineups DO change. This change,
sadly enough, occurs before a
piece of equipment has lived its
useful life. This only serves to
increase the real cost of equipment.
Another key factor for both
the customer and manufacturer
is that the Cable TV version of
Mr. Murphy's Law states that
"Regardless of the channel desired, there will be asix-week
lead time before that item is
manufactured and in stock."
With agility there is no need for
amanufacturer to forecast what
channels to build for the next
production and any channel you
might need is available with a
simple selection of adip switch.
If someone needs achannel W
and inadvertently orders a
"WW" there is no panic, no
restocking charge and no lead
time. You simply retune, via a
dip switch, from WW to W.
Stability, offsets, scramblers and the FCC. "Brand X
says that the only way to get
required stability in hyperband
is to buy special outputs and a
comb generator" or that "Special charges apply for your offset
requirement," or To get the

by John Coiro

offset you need, we offset the IF
and your scramblers won't work."
We have been able to offer as a
standard specification ±5kHz
stability from 2through WW.
But this is only aspecification
and not to be believed. In actual
measurements in the field and
in QC the ISS modulator averages ±3kHz throughout the
entire bandwidth. Offsets are a
user selectable option with ISS.
You can choose 0, plus, or minus
in 12.5 and 25 kHz. In offsetting,
you do not lose standard IF
frequencies. The ISS modulator
offsets via microprocessor control, not by shifting the IF
frequency. In fact, ISS agile
equipment meets all FCC requirements through 1990.
HRC, IRC or T channels.
"You just can't get agiles for
these requirements." Because of
microprocessor control, all of
these are available (even in the
demodulator) with awhopping
one-week lead time and $150
option charge.
Reliability. "The technology
is too new and they just won't
work for more than amonth." In
fact, the technology used for
agility is not new; it has been
proven in other markets but is
now being applied to Cable TV.
The reliability of ISS agile modulators allows us to stand behind
them with afull three-year
warranty.
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FIBER OPTICS
Figure 4

All splicing techniques are relatively sensitive,
requiring some
Chute Bracket
equipment and a
convenient work
space for the splicer. As a result,
common practice is
to do the splicing
at ground level, as
shown in Figure 7.
After splicing is
Lasher
Figure 5
Cable Guide
complete,
the
splice case and excess cable is lashed
up to the strand
as shown in Figure
8. Care should be
taken to place the
case and cable
away from the pole
to prevent damage
by other pole occupants.
Fiber
cables
mechanical means of holding the splice
have a need to be as longitudinally
after the job is finished. The splice
dimensionally stable as can be reacannot be allowed to hang free. All of sonably accommodated. Thus, unlike
these requirements are usually fabricoaxial cable sag and tension practices,
cated into what is generally called a a tight span is preferrable to a loose
fiber organizer inside the splice case.
span. The objective of the cable design
Cable Block

Cable Puller

and installation is to minimize the
chance of stressing the fiber. A very
loosely sagged strand will exhibit more
differential length movement due to
temperature, ice, wind and snow which,
in turn, increases the chance of applying stress to the fiber. In practice, sag
conditions will usually be restricted
by other cables installed on the poles.
Whenever possible, place the fiber
cable in the uppermost available space
on the pole.
Overlashing of afiber cable to existing cables is acceptable—with asingle
precaution. The strand must be of
sufficient size and installed correctly
so that the finished installation of fiber
cable and other cables will meet the sag
and tension needs of all the cables.
Standard practice in CATV coaxial
cable construction requires expansion
loops periodically to accommodate the
difference in thermal coefficients of
expansion of steel and aluminum. In
fact, specific care must be given to the
geometric configuration of the loop to
prevent premature failure of the cable.
The materials used and the configuration of fiber cables present a different
situation and, in fact, the requirements
may differ between cable types and
even between implementations of the

INSTANT CABLE TV
Triple Crown helps to control the start-up costs of your system by
designing, racking, testing and shipping your complete Head End
ready to plug in. There are no extras required.
. . . and we do this very economically. Over 1200 system
operators have selected Triple Crown Electronics for their own
pre-packaged Head End requirements.
Example:

12 Channel PRE-RACKED Head End

•7 -Satellite Channels using Synthesized Satellite Receivers
and SAW Filtered Modulators.
•5 -Off-Air Channels using SAW Filtered Hetrodyne
Processors only.
(No Strip Amps)
•Design, Racking, Combining, Burn -ln, VC-II Wiring Harness,
Layout Drawing, Proof of Performance Spectrum Photo &
Certificate. . . . ALL

THIS FOR ONLY $10,920.00

For your Pre-packaged Head End, call Triple Crown first ....because we are!

TRIPLE CROWN >4.
4

ELECTRON I
CS

4560 Fieldgate Dr.
Mississauga, ON L4W 3W6

(416) 629-1111
1-800-387-3205
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System Flexibility
Pioneer will consolidate your inventory like never before.
The BA-6000 Multi-Vendor Compatible addressable converter
easily integrates into aJerrold, Oak, Hamlin or Sylvania scrambling
system. Over one million multi-vendor compatible converters operating in the field give you the confidence it works. Once you see the
advanced BA-6000. you may even decide to changeout your entire
system.
The BA-6000's output channel is downline loadable. This gives
you the flexibility to transfer converters between systems—a perfect
solution for MSO's managing systems with different converter output
channel requirements.
The Pioneer BA-6000 Multi-Vendor Compatible addressable converter—one converter that does the work of eight.
Call (800) 421-6450 to discover just how flexible and compatible
the Pioneer BA-6000 can be for you.
Pioneer BA-6000. The Choice is Yours.
Reader Service Number 26

PIONEER'
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA, INC.

600 East Crescent Ave. •
Upper Saddle River, NJ 07458
(201) 327-6400 •
Outside New Jersey (800) 421-6450
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FIBER OPTICS

same cable type.
For example, loose tube cables can
be designed such that expansion loops
are not required. This is achieved by
carefully constructing the cable in such
away as to accommodate the expansion
and contraction of the strand. It is best
to consult your cable supplier for a
specific recommendation. Conservative
practice may be to install a minimum
number of loops. Because of the flexibility of fiber cables, and their lack of

susceptibility to
stress concentrations, the natural
shape of an expansion loop is quite
adequate.
Fiber cables are
suitable for direct
burial using either
the
trenching
method or plowing.
All of the precautions considered in
aerial installations
apply here, with a
few additions. For
plowing
operations, special attention is needed
for the plow design
and for the entry of the plow into the
ground. In both cases, precautions
must be taken so that severe bend
stress is not put on the cable. For added
strength, bend protection and environmental protection, an armored cable
design is recommended for underground.

Some precautions should be observed
to prevent overtensioning of the cable.
The duct should be cleared before
pulling the cable. An inner duct may
have to be pulled in to assure sufficient
clearance. Never attempt to fill a duct
over 60 percent of its cross sectional
area. Excessive filling will create excessive tension. Use of lubricants is
recommended to reduce tension.
Installation keys
The success of afiber cable installation is planning and careful attention
to stress. The cable runs should be well
planned for clearances, avoidance of
obstructions, location of splice points
and the ability to place long lengths of
cable. All conditions which will create
difficulties should be eliminated or

Duct installations
These are quite common with fiber
cables and should present no problems.

NEW! AVCOM PSA-37D

Can't decide who to listen to?

PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER

When every sales rep you talk to
sounds like all the rest ...

WITH DIGITAL FREQUENCY READOUT
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AVCOM INTRODUCES THE NEW PSA-37D PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER WITH
DIGITAL FREQUENCY READOUT. AVCOM'S NEW PSA-37D Portable Spectrum
Analyzer has a 4digit front panel frequency readout controlled by a rotary frequency
adjustment control. Frequency ranges that the PSA-37D cover are 0to 500 MHz, 500 to
1000 MHz, 950 to 1450 MHz, 1250 to 1750 MHz and 3.7 to 4.2 GHz. The PSA-37D Portable
Spectrum Analyzer is lightweight, portable, battery operated. ideal for field test situations.
A built-in DC block with a+18 VDC powers LNAs and BDCs with the flip of aswitch. All
other performance characteristics and features are the same as the PSA-35A which has
become an industry standard for satellite communications work.
$2475
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Our sales team will give you the straight facts,
honest answers and most of all
the best quality service available.
GIVE US A CALL.

COM-96T
The COM-96T Ku/C Band Receiver is compatible with all Ku and C Band LNBs and BDCs
operating in the 950 to 1450 MHz range, providing complete 4and 12 GHz performance in
one system. Highly stable oscillators eliminate frequency drift in this fully agile receiver, and
allow operation over wide temperature ranges. Special threshold extension circuitry
enhances video quality. Threshold peaking and triple IF filters allow the COM-96T to receive
international transmissions. This double-conversion, high performance receiver sells for $939.

AVCOM

500 SOUTHLAKE BOULEVARD, RICHMOND, VA 23236
Tel (804) 794-2500 FAX (804) 794-8284 Telex 701-545

Your CATV Distributor
and Manufacturers' Representative.

JERRY CONN ASSOCIATES, INC.
P.O. Box 444
J

Charnber0s
0
b-uz -60
P
7A10
7201
In USA 8
In PA 800-692-7370
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Strongest link.
Your satellite receiver is the
first link in the transmission
chain. And one thing you can
always count on—the headend signal never gets better
than it is at the receiver.
Which is averygood reason
to specify Standard's Agile 40
C/K Satellite Receiver—but
it's not the only reason.
The Agile 40 C/K was designed from the ground up
solely for commercial applications. So it has all the features

cable operators need most:
rock-solid 100 kHz PLL tuning
and total flexibility for the
most accurate C/Ku-band
operation; 70 MHz IF with a
front-panel test point to minimize terrestrial interference;
and a power supply built for
the demands of 24-hour-aday operation.
The Agile 40 C/K is also the
receiver to have when you're
expanding your headend.
Because our internal 9501450 MHz active loop-thru
design eliminates signal
splitters, so you can add up
to 16 additional receivers
on the same polarity—with
no signal loss.

And because it draws only
32 watts maximum, the 40
C/K runs cooler, lasts longer,
and saves money year after
year. So you'll probably never
need our five-year replacement/warranty program.
To get the best signal, start
with the peace of mind that
only quality equipment can
give you. Link up with an
Agile 40 C/K.
For pricing and specifications, contact the SATCOM
Division for the Standard representative nearest you.

Standard

®Communications
SATCOM Division
P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2151
Telephone: (800) 2431357
In California (800) 824-7766
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You know where you want to go.
You want to stay competitive. And in
the cable television industry, that means
using the best, most cost-efficient
technology. Maybe anew build is in order.
Perhaps asystem upgrade. Either way, you
face aperplexing situation.
You know where you want to go. But
how do you get there?
Making it Easier
At Cate!, we realize that finding the
answer isn't easy. There's alot of talk and a
great deal of confusion regarding CATV
technologies—fiber optics, microwave,
and coaxial.

Catel can make the decision-making
process easier by examining your specific
network requirements. Together, we can
determine your cost, network distribution, and overall system objectives.
Then—and only then—can a
particular technology be considered.
The Best Route
Oftentimes, the best route may consist
of more than one technology. Eventually
you'll realize that Catel's fiber optic
technology has several distinct advantages
over the others—superior quality, future
expandability, and maximum channel
capacity, to name afew.

ISN'T THE SAME
AS KNOWING HOW
TO GET THERE
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And because all Catel fiber optic
products support both AM and FM
transmission technology, network design
flexibility is greatly enhanced.
More Than 20 Years
For more than 20 years Cate! has
provided the cable television industry with
innovative solutions. The introduction of
our full family of fiber optics products
marks the beginning of an exciting
evolution for the industry—an evolution
which will bring about complete fiber-tothe-home CATV systems.
You know where you want to go. With
Cate!, you'll get there.

When it comes to fiber optics for cable
television, there's only one clear choice—
Cate!. Give us acall today at
1-800-225-4046 or (415) 659-8988 (in
California).

CATEL

THE CLEAR CHOICE IN FIBER
See us at Booth #1159
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FIBER OPTICS
accounted for in the planning stage.
One of the advantages of fiber optics
is to utilize long lengths of cables and
in fact, splicing should be minimized,
For particularly long runs, whether
aerial or duct, there is potential for
generating excessive stress or in the
case of aerial construction, having to
go above other facilities perpendicular
to the run.
A technique which can help in these
situations is to start the cable placement in the middle of the run and work
in both directions reducing the run by
half. Th accomplish this, it will be
necessary to take the last half of the
cable length off the reel in order to
access the bottom end. The cable can
be laid on the ground in a "figureeight" configuration. By using the
figure-eight, the cable will pull out into
the last half of the cable run without
kinking. This avoids the natural twist
which would be induced if asimple coil
were used.
'Ilzi clear obstacles along the route of
an aerial placement, one can use the
figure-eight technique. After figureeighting the cable on the ground, the
cable end is pulled over the obstacle
and the cable can then be rewound on
to the cable reel by hand,

Figure 8
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Figure 9
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Repairing a fiber cable which has
been damaged will be anecessary part
of the system maintenance. Unlike the
initial installation which will usually
have been done by specially equipped
contractors, restorations may be done
locally due to time and to cost.
The first step is to have extra cable
on hand. Usually some extra length is
added to the initial order to have on
hand for repair purposes. Since fiber
cables at this time are generally made

to order, obtaining arepair length from
the factory may require several weeks.
If necessary, long jumper cables can be
used as atemporary repair. If alength
of the original cable is not available
but a length of a different cable contaming sufficient fibers is available,
then it can certainly be used. Under
emergency conditions, even splicing
together fibers from a different manufacturer is acceptable temporarily (for
multimode fibers they must be equal
core sizes).
For the permanent repair, two splice
kits and a length of appropriate cable
will be needed. The type of splices
chosen and the splice cases chosen
should be consistent with the objectives
originally set out for the entire cable
run. Some factors to be considered are
splice loss, cost, reliability and local
expertise.
How much cable should be removed
to be assured that all damaged fiber is
eliminated? One concern is that all
fiber which has been overstressed and
would as a result have a reduced life
be removed. It is probably impossible
to know with any certainty the answer
due to the variability of installations
and type of damage incurred. One rule
of thumb which is commonly proposed

CLIDE

Fiber Optic Construction
Specializing in expert fiber optic work and all
phases of C.A.TY. construction. Murray International will entertain bids on any size project
from walk-outs to full turn-keys (coaxial, fiber
or hybrids).
Emergency restoration work as well as maintenance contracts are available. Fiber Optic
Seminars a specialty.
Murray International has over 800 employees
internationally ready to serve your needs.
Contact:
Charles O'Reilly or Bob Frazier
199 Wells Avenue, Suite #1
Newton, MA 02159
Phone: 617-244-2267
Fax: 617-965-8752
Reader Service Number 31
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Control Leakage Index Data Easily
A powerful solution to your
system's CLI Management problems.
Easy to use •Menu driven for ease of operation
Wide selection of printed reports •Inexpensive
CLIDE is a software program designed and developed by a
cable TV engineer to aid CATV technicians in controlling RF
signal leakage in their cable TV system.

Get the facts before you buy.
Remember, all software is
not created equal!"
For details call (717) 267-3939

Sold and supported by acompany
known for their genuine customer support!

Telecommunication
Products Corporation
Chambersburg, PA 17201
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We've cast anew light on efficiency.
Efficiency comes in many colors...and
Lectro has them all for you.
•Super efficient units for lower power bills.
•Simple, plug-in modular designs for
quicker, safer maintenance.
•Status monitoring compatibility with all
major electronic vendors.
•The savvy of 50 years in the business

and the promise we're here when you
need us.
•Superior technology and quality for
indefinite life.
•The widest, and most available product
line to meet your needs.
Lectro means efficiency. Make us prove it.
Call 1-800-551-3790.

MADE IN U.SA

Lectro
SUPER
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FIBER OPTICS
accumulated excess of cable at points
along the cable run. These points could
be chosen for their proximity to likely
damage locations such as an area
which is expected to see significant
construction and development in the
near future. The accumulation of excess cable can be done as in Figure 9,
always keeping in mind minimum
bend radius and tension.
This excess cable can then be pulled
out and relashed so that the restoration

is to cut back 10 meters each side of the
damage. A second factor to consider is
the introduction of modal noise due to
locating two splices close together. The
importance of this factor is dependent
on the particular manufacturers' fiber
used. Avoidance of this situation requires separating the splice by 20
meters. From apractical point of view,
a repair section should be about 20
meters long.
Another approach is to install an

GROUNDHOG'S FINEST...

TRENCHE

PROFESSIONALLY DESIGNED
WITH THE USER IN MIND
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Portable Trencher with
Automatic Clutch
quickly digs 3-1/2"
trench to depth of
12". Professional type
Model T-4 is powerful,
lightweight and
equippped with
pneumatic flotation
tires, and 5HP engine.
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Designed for sprinkler installation it is also suited for underground
cables and gas lines. It is built with the professional in mind, but
because of its simplicity of controls, ease of operation and
compact size it is well suited to the homeowner as well. The
Ground Hog Trencher features oversize pneumatic tires, heavy duty
steel fabrication, ball and timken bearings through-out, easily
replaced hardfaced blades and a screw conveyor to deposit
cuttings at the side of the trench.
Carbide Tipped Blades Also Available
,
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For further information write or call ...
25010 E. 5th Street,
RO. Box 290, San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714) 888-2818 or 14800) 922-4680
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can be done with asingle splice.
Fiber specifications
Single mode fibers being provided for
telecommunications today have parameters which in most cases are
standards.
Attenuation
0.40 to 0.70 dB/km @ 1300 nm
0.30 to 0.70 dB/km @ 1500 nm
Fiber mode diameter (p.m) 9.0
Fiber outer diameter (p.m) 125 ± 3
Coated fiber diameter (.1.m) 250 ± 15
Other physical characteristic differences between fibers are generally
artifacts of the manufacturing process
employed. While these do produce some
operational differences, they are of
secondary importance and with accepted cable design, installation practice and splicing practice, should not
significantly impact the system.
Cable specifications
The objectives of designing a cable
fall broadly into the categories of
protecting the fibers and providing
ease of use by the user. Protection
specifications are relatively standardized because they are quantitative and
the requirements are well understood
due to the long history of building and
installing metallic cables. On the other
hand, ease of use, convenience, adaptability, etc. are more qualitative attributes and vary depending on the needs
of the specific installation.
Typical physical specifications for
single mode telecommunications cables
include:
Operating temperature range:
—50°C to + 70°C
Crush resistance
Armored
Non-armored
Impact resistance
Armored
Non-armored

460 lbUin.
400 lbf/in.
20 times @ 3.7
lbf/ft.
20 times @ 2.2
lbf/ft.

Minimum bend radius
depends on fiber count
10 times cable outer diameter
Maximum pulling tension

600 lbf

The specific geometric configuration
and materials used in the cable may
bear on the convenience to the user.
Single tube, multitube, open channel
or ribbon cable designs each have their
own strengths and weaknesses from a
user perspective. The choices may depend on individual preferences, installation, etc. •
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CONSTRUCTION/HEAVY EQUIPMENT
The following companies have paid
afee to have their listing appear in the
Construction/Heavy Equipment Callbook.

GROUND Wax

ti

RD #2 Box 330A
Cogan Station, PA 17728
PERSONNEL: Glenn Miller, President
DESCRIPTION: Designer and
manufacturer of mechanical tools,
equipment and material for the
construction and maintenance of cable
TV Systems. Lemco manufactures the
TS-288 'ffirfserf drop-cable trenching
machine.

Ground Hog, Inc. .. .(714) 888-2818
(800) 922-4680
25010 E. 5th St.
San Bernardino, CA 92410
PERSONNEL: Dick Carlson, President
DESCRIPTION: Manufactures earth
augers and trenchers.

Lemco
Lemco Tool Corp. . ..(717) 494-0620
(800) 233-8713

Versalift aerial lifts, telescopic and
elbow types, truck or van-mounted,
with working heights up to 55 feet. Sold
internationally, through distributors.
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MANUF ACTURING -COMPANY
Time
(817) 776-0900
Manufacturing Co.
PO Box 20368
Waco, TX 76702-0368
PERSONNEL: Charles Turner,
President; John Harrison, Sales
Manager; Lee Taylor, Sales Manager.
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturers of
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UEC SKYVAN
(405) 528-3478
PO Box 54979
Oklahoma City, OK 73154
PERSONNEL: Eldred E. Lee, General
Manager; Ron Rowland, Sales/
Marketing Manager.
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturer of
telescoping
Skyjacker and
aerial
Skyvan
baskets,
articulating
in several
and
models, and 3power sources: Electric/
hydraulic, PTO/Fan Belt Pump, or dual
power with both. Mounts on pickups,
vans or cab chassis.

"Try US"
"Your Total CATV Supplier"
Reach Your Goals—
Join the Winning Team

CABLE
CONTRACTORS, INC.

Safety Equipment

We now provide the following
services to the cable industry:

Strand & Hardware
Drop Material
Cable
Distribution

• Contract installation

Headend

• Aerial construction
• Underground construction

Hand Tools
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SAI Engineering
1301 McKinley Rd. — P.O. Box 2288
St. Marys, OH 45885

1-800-826-4710 Toll Free
419-394-7890 Corp.
419-394-5308 FAX
Emergency Services

8004128-4710

Our Team /s Here To Serve You!!
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• Radiation and CLI
• Complete box conversion program
• Strand map and design
2524 Park St.
Muskegon, MI 49444

(616) 733-2852
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OFF-PREMISE ADDRESSABILITY

Off-premise addressability
finds success stories
Affter years of trials, discussions and

product introductions that either
ailed to operate or refused to gain
acceptance, it appears that off-premise
addressable technology is about to be
reborn as an alternative to the in-home
addressable converter.
With the field test of Matrix (a
Midwest CATV/Syrcuits product) now
underway and development of an addressable module for Tele-Communications Inc.'s "on-premise" box just afew
months away, the technology is gaining momentum at arate not seen since
the early 1980s, when numerous manufacturers brought out a slew of products.
Those products failed to gain any
market presence for a variety of reasons, including high price, reliability
concerns, and their inability to control
numerous tiers of service. But
now it's back, albeit in a
different form. Why? Because
it's seen as a low-cost way of
implementing addressability
without putting the capital
investment inside the subscriber's home.

in the 12-channel plant.
Lynn Rotton, Com-Link's chief engineer, couldn't be happier with Matrix's
performance. "Customer service is the
name of the game. Ithink that as long
as the (Matrix) system performs well,
Isee a strong possibility that we'll be
putting it in other systems we own,"
he says. And so far, the news is good:
no failures in the first three weeks of
operation and atotal absence of defective equipment.
With addressability, Corn-Link now
can improve its premium-channel promotions by offering free weekends of
HBO or Cinemax simply by issuing a
global authorization. And, although
there is a fairly hefty up-front cost
associated with Matrix, Rotton thinks
he'll save money in the long run by
rolling fewer trucks.

Best of both worlds

usually located near the electric service.
"Matrix offers a marriage between
two existing technologies," says Chris
Sophinos, president of Midwest CATV,
which holds the right to market Matrix
in the U.S. and Canada. "We feel it
offers a practical solution to many of
the woes each side has seen. It offers
addressability and takes away all the
negatives of being in the house. We
think that's invaluable to the operators."
After originally contemplating an
agreement with Blonder-lbngue Laboratories to market the Guardsman
product, Midwest instead chose the
Syrcuits product because it held more
potential, says Sophinos. Midwest has
been working with Syrcuits for more
than ayear to enhance Matrix's original design. The unit was
shown to several key industry
engineers for their input and
was demonstrated in Denver
for agroup of them. Sophinos
says that effort resulted in
several design changes to Matrix and the enclosure.
For example, a mounting
grid was added to the base of
the enclosure so operators
would have abase upon which
to add passive devices, if
needed, in the future. And
better connectors were put in
the device to help reduce the
opportunity for RF leakage.

But there's another, perhaps larger issue involved
here. Controlling the video
pipeline at the side of the
house provides customers and
operators with the best of the
addressable world (instant servStrongly marketed
ice changes without rolling a
truck) and the convenience of
Installer Greg Renfroe (left) and Rotton install Matrix.
"We've marketed this prodtrap technology (which reuct strongly to the engineering commuturns cable-ready television and VCR Basic technology at work
nity," Sophinos says. "We thought
features to subscribers). That keeps
that was important. It stretched the
The Matrix system is based on two
customers happy, which helps keep
development curve and added some
penetration levels high.
simple technologies that the CATV
industry has used for several years:
cost to the unit, but we valued the
That's why Com-Link wanted to be
comments we received and they ultiaddressability and traps. Addressable
the first to install Matrix. The system,
mately made it abetter product."
which was installed in late September modules inside the plastic enclosure
Rotton likes Matrix for more than
in Com-Link's small, rural, newly-built control the traps (putting them "in
the obvious reasons. In addition to its
plant in Notasulga, Alabama, is now circuit" when needed, "out of circuit"
up and running with more more than when they're not). Any brand of trap Alabama systems, Corn-Link owns seven
60 units working in the field, with
can be used and up to four tiers of systems in Colorado and is looking to
buy as many as four more. Rotton
service can be controlled (eight with
more due to arrive and be installed
shortly. Matrix is used there to control
the addition of a second four-port would like someday to have Matrix in
all his systems.
module). The plastic enclosure is atthe traps on Home Box Office and
Implementing the system has been
Cinemax, the two premium offerings
tached to the outside of the home,
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Now...You, too, can have

Powerful
Friends in
High Places
To upgrade your Jerrold STARLINE® 20 amplifiers
and J-Series line extenders, simply "drop-in" new
Jerrold power doubling modules. No respacing, no
replacement of housings, no big rebuild costs. Put new
powerful friends—SJPA power doubling trunk modules
and JLP power doubling line extender modules—into
your existing housings, even if they are in high places.
A high gain automatic trunk module, the Jerrold SJPA 450/27
uses the latest generation of hybrid IC technology for optimum
performance. Its new die casting affords dramatic improvement in
heat dissipation and is compatible with all earlier versions of the SJ
series chassis and housing. The SJPA provides 27 dB of operating
station gain with abode slope control for flat output levels
(sloped output levels are optional).
Jerrold JLP Series line extenders offer power doubling at 450 MHz and
550 MHz, making them ideal for rebuilds, upgrades and new builds.
It makes good sense to upgrade with power doubling modules from the
original manufacturer of your equipment. For more information, contact
your Jerrold account representative or call or write Jerrold Division,
General Instrument Corporation, 2200 Byberry Road, Hatboro, PA 19040.
(215) 674-4800.

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT

JE BREW
. .where innovation is a tradition
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OFF-PREMISE ADDRESSABILITY

We deliver quality
CATV passives
on time at the right price...

simple, according to Rotton. The first 50 boxes were placed
in the field as part of complete installs (remember, this
system is brand-new) while the others were installed as the
need arose. The first 50 were installed by three installers,
each of whom was able to place five boxes per day (including
installing complete drops). Rotton figures that his installers
can place each box in about 45 minutes.
What about customer reaction? "Most customers are
interested in getting service as soon as possible and with this
system we can often make a change within minutes after
receiving aphone call. This is the type of service people will
be real happy to see, Ithink," says Rotton.
One subscriber who likes it already is Walter Parker, the
first custome,r to have a Matrix unit installed on his home.
Parker, a member of the Notasulga town council and a man
interested in electronics, says: "If it (Matrix) works like it's
supposed to, it'll be
very convenient to
the customers."
Parker admits
that most customers
probably won't really care about Matrix—until it comes
time to add or delete
a pay service. "All
my children live in
cable systems that
require aservice call
to make a change,
so they can't have
that change when
they want it." Addressability solves
that problem.
Quantify the sayings

For latest Catalog, Pricing, and other information—
call or write your RMS Account Executive...

40 years of experience

RMS

ELECTRONICS, INC.

621 ROUTE 46, HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N.J. 01604
CALL COLLECT: (201) 288-8333 (New Jersey Only)
TOLL FREE: (800) 223-8312
(Continental U.S.A., Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands)
FAX: (201: 288-1625
Reader Service Number 38
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Now that the system is in place, Rotton will be gathering data on truck Matrix uses proven technology.
rolls saved and other parameters to determine how much
time and money Matrix is saving him. "I'll be checking it
real close," he says. Rotton's goal is to sell his superiors on
the merits of the system so they'll buy more boxes. "As long
as the reliability is there, Iexpect it to work out."
Midwest has done what it can to ensure reliability. So far,
the unit has undergone testing in two different independent
laboratories, says Sophinos. In one test, Matrix was subjected
to temperature swings from -50 degrees to +150 degrees.
Then Matrix was exposed to a salt-spray test (100 hours in
high humidity—the equivalent of 7 to 10 years of outdoor
coastal environment exposure). Each time the unit performed
within published specifications, without failure.
Still, Sophinos says he can't always guarantee that
something won't go wrong. "There's an expectation of
quality that is almost beyond reasonable manufacturing
specifications...because the industry has had its share of
failures," he says. "We're tuned into that and trying to do
what we can do to avoid it but Murphy has away of getting
involved. These tests help flush out those problems."
Although Rotton expects to save money with Matrix, he
doesn't think it'll cost anyone their jobs. "We're not looking
to take anyone's job away, but we hope it'll take a load off
them and perhaps give them something else to do." Like
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This means, in many cases,
only Augat/ Broadband
automatically complies to
building and fire codes.
At Augat/ Broadband we
know the importance of UL
approval. So be ready for
tomorrow today with Augat/
Broadband. Innovation and
foresight mark the qualities
that make Augat/Broadband
aleader in the CATV and
LAN industries.
For more information
call Augat Communications
Group at 206-932-8428
or write to PO. Box 1110,
Seattle, Washington 98111.

Augt
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Augat/ Broadband is ready
for tomorrow today. We're
the first to introduce acomplete line of UL approved
indoor distribution amplifiers.
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IN THE NEAR FUTURE UL COMPLIANCE
WILL BE THE REQUIRED STANDARD FOR
UPGRADES & NEW BUILDS.
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OFF-PREMISE ADDRESSABILITY
install more Matrix enclosures or perform preventive maintenance on the
system.
The cost factor
The cost of the Matrix system is
comparable to an addressable converter. The price per unit, which consists of the plastic enclosure, an address module, a switch module, power
pack and power inserter, is a shade

over $116. A second, optional address
module can be added to the configuration, increasing the switching capabilities from four tiers or services to eight
tiers or services. But that is a perhousehold cost, says Sophinos, not a
per-television cost, as addressable converters are. So, a household can feed
all the televisions it has from a single
Matrix unit.
Equipment for the headend will cost
an operator $4,950, which includes

software and a controlling computer.
No scrambling costs are associated
with the headend because the security
is in the trap technology. And because
Matrix will house any brand of trap,
operators can continue to use the traps
they already have in the field.
Pay-per-view can also be supported,
as long as a telephone return path is
provided. The system can poll up to
3,600 subscribers per minute, more
than adequate for many small systems,
Sophinos says. Matrix can also be
operated in asystem using addressable
converters.
A bright future?

OVER ONE MILLION
A/B SWITCHES SOLD.

In contrast to those systems introduced early in the decade, Matrix
seemingly has a strong chance to
succeed. Numerous other systems are
eager to install and test the system and
negotiations with a "major MSO" are
expected to bear fruit soon, says Bill

Over one million reasons why our A/B switches
are the best in the CATV industry.

Tocom engineers
are currently working
on the addressable
or the 8th straight

Each one of our A/B

year MACOM's A/B

switches is built for —

switch is still outselling

•high 90 dB isolation,

and outperforming the

•superior shielding
from RF, and

competition.

module designed to
fit in the
TCI box.

•unmatched CATV quality

No other A/B switch on

So if you're not already

the market can match our
record of solid, reliable

using the industry leader,

performance—thanks

SWITCH TO MACOM. Go

to MACOM's exclusive, patented design

with the Number 1selling A/B switch in

and heavy-duty construction.

the CATV industry!

Choose reliability ereputation—Choose the #1 selling AI
B switch!

PICO MACOM, INC.
PICO MACOM /OEM SALES
A subsidiary of Pico Products, Inc.

12500 Foothill Blvd. •Lakeview Terrace, CA 91342
Toll Free (800) 421-6511 •In California (818) 897-0028
Reader Service Number 40
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Dancy, Midwest's product manager.
TCI, on the other hand, has already
received about 500,000 of its "offpremise" box and has them installed
in systems all over the country, says
Um Elliot, TCI's director of research
and development. Now, the MSO is
working on developing an MDU version of the enclosure.
Elliot's on-premise concept is strikingly similar to the Matrix concept (see
CED, March 1987, p.48 for details on
how the TCI concept works), except
that it lacks addressability. However,
that situation is due to change soon.
Engineers in General Instrument's lbcorn division in Dallas are currently
working on developing the addressable
module that will be designed to fit in

ADVERTISEMENT

Rebuilding?
Resource Recovery can save you money
The disposal of the waste cable
and reels from either anewbuild
or rebuild system has historically
posed asignificant problem to
the cable companies and their
construction contractors alike.
There exist, at present, few
companies willing to service the
needs of the cable industry when
it comes to disposal of and
payment for these materials. Of
these there is only one, Resource
Recovery Systems, that has the
ability to handle all aspects of
this waste material...cable,
electronics, and
reels...simultaneously from
multiple systems across the
country.
We specialize in the prompt
removal of these salvageable
materials from the job site,
thereby eliminating the problem as well as generating
revenue for the cable system
which otherwise would not have
been realized. Unlike certain
salvage contractors that would
shy away from handling the
wooden coax reels or require
that the cable system accumulate

massive piles of
scrap before
handling,
Resource Recovery Systems
provides the
necessary
ongoing labor
and
transportation
from day one
until
completion of
the build.
We are afull SERVICE
company with aproven track
record of performance in dealing
with system operators and their
construction contractors across
the country. We tailor our
operations to fulfill the needs of
our customers, regardless of their
size or location. We provide for
the efficient handling and pickup
of all recyclables including
providing suitable containers
where needed to facilitate the
regular removal of all coax scrap,
on or off reels.
It is our desire to deal directly
with those companies...cable system or contractor (if
turnkey) who
own the cable.
It is our policy
to pay fair
market prices
for scrap taps,
passives, and
amp housings
as well as scrap
trunk and
feeder cable,
both wreckout
and unused
Reader Service Number 41

cable from partial reels.
By utilizing local contractors
at each location to handle all
reel disassembly and scrap removal, we assure prompt attention to your systems wa steremoval needs. We are experts
in dealing with the waste from
cable systems. Unlike local
"scrap dealers", we deal solely
with cable systems and are,
therefore, sympathetic to their
particular problems, such as the
disposal of the wooden reels. As
the largest Nationwide recycler
of these materials, no one can
beat our prices or our service.
Give us acall if we can be of
service to you and your construction crews. We look forward to showing you how we can
eliminate your scrap problems
while generating revenue at the
same time.

RESOURCE
RECOVERY
SYSTEMS
(512) 828-7777
FAX (512) 828-2944

RURAL SYSTEMS
the TCI box, which
was developed by
Scientific-Atlanta
specifically for TCI.
The product will
consist of an RF
switch module controlled by an addressable data receiver and controller. Four switches
will be configured
to route incoming
signals through
positive or negative traps or to bypass those positive
or negative traps.
The differences
If that sounds exactly like the idea
behind Matrix,
you're right. The
only differences between the two designs are size
(TCI's box is much
smaller than the
Matrix box) and

Renfroe places the coter to seal out moisture.

number of connectors. Elliot has intentionally tried to reduce the number of
connectors to as few as possible in order
to leave leakage concerns at the door.
"We're not pretending this is novel
(technology)," says Tom Martin, lbcoin's director of research and development. "But we're trying to get it in as
small aunit as possible."
So far, that's been the stumbling
block, says Martin. It's tough to reduce
that much technology to a size that
will fit within the box. But Martin says
he fully expects aproduct to be developed and field tested "within ayear."
Martin also pointed out that the
addressable module will be designed
to drop into a Jerrold addressable
system and will support impulse pay-perview via a module (that will be designed later) that will communicate
with a store-and-forward box located
in the home. "It will have lots of
commonality with Jerrold devices,"
Martin says.
Why is TCI going forward with a
technology so similar to Matrix when
Matrix already exists? Besides the
problem over size, Elliot says the
addressing capability of Matrix is too
slow for a large-system environment.

Get Common Sense Performance

What do we do for an encore?
Give you avery competitive price!
We call it common sense performance. Why? Because we combine your needs with top quality
components and craftsmanship.
The result is apower supply that's
built for the real world and one
we stand behind with athree year
limited warranty.
Startron power supplies have
been designed and tested by an
industry veteran, in fact he's
personally designed and built
scores of cable systems nationwide. So, you can be confident
that Startron power supplies are
built to meet your needs. Call us
today or send the coupon in this

ad for your free demonstration.

Startron's Standby Power Supply.
It's The One That Works! i
fyour
system requires standby power
then Startron's for you. With our

common sense approach you get
astandby supply that keeps
working long after others fail as
each critical circuit is protected by
ahigh speed MOI. With multiple
MOVs we're serious about protecting more than
just awarranty.
With Startron's
standby you benefit
from the following
common sense
features: •Excellent
Voltage regulation
in the standby
mode to help keep
your actives performing their best.
•Circuit repairs

Available Nationwide from
Cable TV Supply Company
Los Angeles. Philadelphia/NJ • Boston •Chicago
Cleveland •Atlanta • Dallas/FtWorth • Houston
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OFF-PREMISE ADDRESSABILITY
"Clearly (Matrix) is the concept we're
looking for...(maybe someday) we could
merge our requirements," Elliot says.
Over the hump
With apparent success stories coming from both camps, it appears that
off-premise (or outdoor) addressable
systems have finally gotten over the
hump that held them back in the past.
With so much attention being focused
on customer friendly applications of
technology, this could be areal winner.
But perhaps more importantly, the
technology could be seen as a low-cost
method of adding addressability and
all its associated benefits to small,
rural systems separated by miles of
open road. By installing addressability,
those rural systems that dot the countryside could be efficiently tied together, or clustered, without forcing
subscribers to suffer from the poor
service associated with systems that
have their service vehicles separated
by miles of open road. And operators,
too benefit through reduced costs and
better customer relations. That combination may be just what the public
ordered and worth its weight in gold. •
—Roger Brown

A prototype of Scientific-Atlanta's Outer enclosure, used by Tel.

Backed By A3-Year Warranty!
made easy with
modular - quick
change - boards.
•No need to pay
for power you don't
need. • Choose the
Startron model to
meet your needs; 6,
12, or 15 amp.
@ 60 VAC.
The Common Sense
Power Supply.
When you need a reliable, non-

standby power supply the
Startron SPS series is for you. Our
common sense approach means
there's no magic about operating
the SPS series. Just hook it up

and it works! Available in popular 6,
12, or 15 amp. ratings and mounted
in aerial or pedestal
cabinets.
You benefit
from the following
standard features:
•Easy to read volt
and amp meters.
• Efficient transformer design helps
cut energy waste. •Adjustable
time delay helps to protect your
actives from power "turn-on"
problems. • Easily handle power
supply emergencies. With
Startron you won't find amaze of

Call Toll-Free: 1-800-241-2332 (In GA: 1-800-282-1238)
Startron Systems is adivision of Cable TV Supply Company

Reader Service Number 42

wires. • Spare fuse conveniently
located on front panel.
These and other reasons help
make Startron the choice of smart
cable operators nationwide. Call
today or clip the coupon in this
ad for your free demonstration
and more information.
Yes! I'd like more information.
Send me specification sheets on:
• Startron Standby Power Supply
• Startron Non-Standby Power Supply
ID Call me, I'd like a free demonstration.
Name
Company
Street
City/State/Zip

Phone (
Send to: Cable TV Supply Co., Attn: Marketing
PO Box 80393, Los Angeles, CA 90009
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ATLANTIC SHOW

ATC implements AM
fiber system in Hawaii
Hawaii Test
Headend

Node
---1Backbone

2298m

(2

—

Spare) —

-2-

2810m

L_ _1

Splice

,

2305m

2800m

10314m Total

2144m

2684m

2121m

2052m

9002m Total

FM

C/N = 49.6
CTB = -56.5
XMod = -56.6
2nd = -60.1

T

hough dominated by programmers
again this year (Iltrner launched
TNT), the Atlantic Cable Show in
Atlantic City offered a few tidbits of
technical information and innovation,
if you were willing to do alittle digging
and a lot of listening. Telephone company representatives also were in abundance, all of whom were quick to deny

Fiber Backbone

that they wanted into the cable industry as operators.
The technical sessions again focused
on the two hot issues of the day: Fiber
optics and high definition television.
The HDTV non-technical session consisted of presentations designed to give
an overview of the issues and adiscussion of what regulatory issues stand in

the way of implementation while the
technical session featured adiscussion
of how the headend and distribution
systems will be affected by HDTV.
But perhaps the most important and
heavily attended session was the one
on fiber. Dave Pangrac, director of
engineering for American Television
and Communications, outlined how an

US West bearing down on CATV
US West Communications, the assetrich ($20 billion) Regional Bell Operating Company (RBOC), has formed a
Cable TV Industry Marketing Group
to sell video transportation and ANI
(automatic number identification) services to cable operators in its 14-state
territory that covers 45 percent of the
continental United States. Walter Huff,
regional marketing manager, says US
West has no current plans to get into
the CATV business but believes its
fiber-to-the-home plans will get aboost
if the costs of laying that fiber can be
shared. The company believes it still
is about 10 years away from full local
loop penetration, but guesses it will
have fiber "to the curb or close to it"
in five years, Huff says.
US West believes it can leverage its
existing fiber network by selling supertrunk and trunking ("backbone") services to CATV operators in its territory.
The benefits to operators include reduced maintenance costs, reduced capital costs to migrate to afiber network

Current plans call for directing most
and higher signal quality.
of the marketing attention at backbone
Although it has little fiber in the
signal transport—replacing AML servsubscriber portions of its network, the
company has an extensive trunking
ice, linking remote headends and creatnetwork within its region. With net ing advertising interconnects, says Huff.
Among the proposals being made to
annual income of nearly a billion
dollars, US West has used its $2 billion
cable operators is aplan to tie several
annual construction budget to lay over TCI headends in Washington state
together using a main receive site in
50,000 miles of optical plant, mostly to
link central office locations. And, after
Seattle. US West would run signals
north to Ferndale and south to Olymstudying matters, the company has
concluded that it has fiber backbone pia, a distance of 160 miles. That
proposal uses FM techniques deliverin place that closely parallels populaing a minimum 57 dB S/N. Two
tion locations CATV operators now
repeaters would be used on the hop
serve. In Denver, asingle central office
serves about 100,000 subscribers. In
north to Ferndale and another two for
the hop south to Olympia.
outlying areas a CO might serve beThe company also is proposing a
tween 10,000 and 20,000 subscribers.
103-mile system for Sammons that
Huff says the already-existing fiber
can be used by CATV operators to
may use aDS-3 rate (90 Mbps) digital
break up long amplifier cascades or •modulation scheme. Three repeaters
would be required if the route were to
replace AML facilities. He proposes to
use existing active fibers carrying use FM techniques instead. The group
also expects to submit a proposal for
telephone traffic at the 1310 nanometying together Cable TV Puget Sound
ter window. How? By carrying CATV
facilities as that system contemplates
traffic at the 1550 nanometer window.
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HEADENDS
AND FIBER OPTICS:

WE'RE TYING ITALL TOGETHER.
When you think of the headend, think Magnavox.
Not only do we supply the best line of components in the industry, but we also supply the
headend. Modulators. Demodulators.
Even antennas and satellite receivers.
We can supply all your headend
equipment and even provide professional design assistance to bring it
all together.
Our headend commitment doesn't stop
there. We're currently designing AM and FM
transmissions that incorporate the latest
in fiber optic and broadband
technology. These are system
components that will be found in
the cable plants of tomorrow.
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To find out more about this marriage of
headends and fiber optics, contact your
Magnavox representative. We'll show you
how it's all tied together.

MAGNAVOX

remptardvAmmummmiummum
CATV SYSTEMS CO.
100 Fairgrounds Drive,
Manlius, NY 13104
Call 1-800-448-5171
(In New York 1-800-522-7464)
(315) 682-9105 Fax: (315) 682-9006

SEE US AT THE WESTERN SHOW.
BOOTH NO. 1140.

ATLANTIC SHOW
AM transmission scheme using
Panasonic electronics will be integrated into the MSO's Honolulu area.
The system, which was slated to be
entirely installed by Nov. 7, will deliver 36 channels over 10 km of fiber
at 51 dB C/N and distortions at least
60 dB down, says Pangrac. The fiber
run is part of a rebuild of the 32channel Panaluu system and will consist of four nodes (see diagram). This
AM portion of the run is the recipient
of an FM feed from Koneho that was
installed afew years ago.
The development is significant in
that it represents perhaps the first
deployment of an AM trunking system
to a large number of subscribers. It's
also interesting in that Panasonic will
be the vendor providing the electronics.
Watch for a significant announcement
and product demonstration from those
folks at the Western Cable Show in
Anaheim in December.
HDTV: What are the issues?
Nick Worth, vice president of engian upgrade to 53 channels. lbday, that
system uses 23 AML runs. Expect other
proposals for systems across the US
West territory, possibly including Denver, CATV's unofficial capital.
Huff also sees the possibility of
linking all operations controlled by a
single MSO in a given state, creating,
in essence, agiant long-distance supertrunk network capable of slicing cascades to eight or 10 deep throughout
the service area.
That sort of anetwork would almost
certainly have to use digital transmission facilities, perhaps using the DS-3

neering at IbleCable, said that HDTV
systems that rely on simulcast or
augmentation channels offer "a glimmer of hope" for real, proper high
definition pictures because it's highly
unlikely that a 6-MHz NTSC compatible format that offers true high definition will be forthcoming.
In Worth's mind, systems like the
new Zenith Spectrum Compatible approach (see October CED In the News
for details) that utilizes the UHF
spectrum holds alot of promise because
that spectrum is "vastly underutilized."
Will systems have difficulty finding
room for two-channel systems? Not if
IbleCable is typical says Worth. As a
result of the normal rebuild and upgrade procedures the MS0 is presently
going through, there will be room for
as many as nine advanced television
signals in 80 percent of all IbleCable
systems by 1992, Worth says; and that
number accounts for several new programming services that are likely to
be launched within that time, he adds.
"We were surprised" at the amount
of spectrum that will be available, says

Worth. But he said amplifier technology has gotten so much better and
because so many systems are rebuilding to 54-channel capacity, the room
will be there.
Home Box Office's Paul Heimbach
said it's important for CATV to have a
voice in the standards-making process
going on right now and urged cable
operators and executives to attend
meetings and have their voices heard,
before it's too late.
Heimbach also said he expects multiple formats, optimized for different
delivery methods, to be created and
used. The multiple formats can be
accommodated by "universal" or "multiport" television receivers, says Heimbach. (Multiport sets is a concept the
receiver manufacturers are not keen
on, however.)
The flip side of that discussion came
out during the technical session on
HDTV, when Ben Crutchfield, now
employed by the Advanced Television
Test Center, said he has hopes for a
single standard that incorporates elements of all 17 or 18 proposed systems. •

service (90 Mbps).
Given an initial green light this
spring, Huff already has begun reviewing fiber transmission systems made
by Catel Telecommunications, Synchronous Communications and American Lightwave Systems and expects to
review all existing systems by all
current CATV lightwave vendors for
possible applications. It doesn't expect
to develop an exclusive relationship
with any single vendor, however. Huff
reports he initially is favorable toward
Catel because of product performance
and manufacturing capabilities and

soon will take alook at how TransHub
works in the field.
Huffs efforts will be closely watched
by other RBOCs, who obviously are
guarded about the possibility of developing business relationships with CATV
operators. If Huffs group is successful,
expect to see at least two more RBOCs
follow suit.
Expect to see the group exhibiting
in a large booth at the Western Cable
Show in December and expect the
group to add more personnel soon and
to push intently for customers. •
—Gary Kim

MIDWEST CABLE SERVICES

- NATIONWIDE BUYERS CATV SCRAP CABLE AND USED LINE GEAR
322 N. Michigan Street, Plymouth, IN 46563
Phone (219) 936-2545
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Compo site second order:
tac tor fantasy?
istortion parameters have always
been the limiting factor within a
CATV system, but as the bandwidth has increased from 12 channels
to 60 and 77 channels, the characteristics of the limiting distortions have
changed. At the beginnings of CATV,
cross modulation and noise limited the
number of amplifiers an operator could
run in a cascade. As the number of
channels increased, cross modulation
gave way to composite triple beat as
the limiting factor, with noise still a
prominent element.
A strange thing has occurred, however. As the number of channels increased further so did the importance
of a distortion parameter that caused
little if no concern before. This distortion parameter is called "second order" and in its discrete form still
presents no problem to the CATV
operator. But when this parameter is
taken in its composite form, composite
second order can compete with composite triple beat as the limiting factor for
cascade length and feeder levels, especially in a77-channel system.
This paper will re-investigate the
causes of second order distortion. It
will also provide insights into calculating which composite second order beats
are present from discrete second order
numbers. In addition, it will provide
an analytical analysis of a trunk amplifier, bridging amplifier and line
extender for composite second order
and how this distortion can be a
limiting factor within acable system.

D

ever, additional problems have presented themselves to the industry. This
paper looks into one of these problem
areas. It must be understood however,
that the data used to calculate the
amplifier models and the distortion
Figure 1

By Mark Adams, Scientific-Atlanta,
Inc.

Causes and

Amplifier Transfer Characteristic

effects of beats

eout = Xen + 1/2Xen 2
1V

15V
output signal

Input signal
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Figure 2
Second Order Beat Spectrum
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Industry has changed

The CATV industry has seen a
tremendous amount of change in the
last 15 to 18 years. Systems that in the
early 1970s carried 12 or so channels
have now progressed to a point where
today, 60 or even 77 channels are
reaching consumers' homes. This represents approximately five times the
number of channels that once were
present. Along with this growth how-

numbers within this paper are in their
worst case situations. In reality, the
effects of offset headends, modulated
carriers and many other combinations
can contribute improvements in the
numbers presented.

Figure 3
Relative Sensitivity of aVisual Carrier to
Interfering Signals
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©1988, with permission, from the NCTA
Technical Papers, 1988.
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Frequency of Interfering Signal With Reference to
the Visual Carrier (MHz)

In a CATV system, amplifiers
and cable are the
medium used to
transport TV signals from the point
of origin to the
viewer's home. If
things were perfect, the amplifiers
would provide only
signal amplification and there
would be no limit
to the number of
amplifiers that
could be cascaded.
However, in the
real world there is
no such thing as a
perfect amplifier
and they provide
not only the desired signal increase or gain but
they also introduce
several unwanted
elements
commonly known as
distortions.
Distortions can
take many forms,
but in this discussion, only the distortion parameter
known as second
order will be addressed. Second order distortion is created when the amplifying transistors
are not biased in
balance. This imbalance creates the
non-linear transfer
characteristic in
the amplifier. This

2ND ORDER DISTORTION

4

1

non-linear relationship results in the
compression and expansion of the peaks
of the sine waves of the amplifier
output signal in relation to its input
signal. This non-linear transfer characteristic can be expressed mathematically by:
eout = Xein + 1/2X (ein) 2
and is characterized by Figure 1.
This diagram shows how the output
signal is distorted with compression
and expansion of the sine wave peaks
when a 2.0 volt peak-to-peak input
signal is inserted into an amplifier that
exhibits the form of: eout = Xein +
1/2X (ein) 2. This non-linear effect is
known as asquare law transfer characteristic.

amplifier with fl = 55.25 MHz (chanRecommendations for the levels of
nel 2 — IRC headend) and f2 = 241.25
discrete second order interference are
MHz (channel N — IRC headend).
-60 dBc by the NCTA and Figure 3
As can be seen in Figure 2, beats fall
shows the permissible limits for
at 2f1 = 110.50 MHz; 2f2 = 482.50
interfering signals
MHz; fl + f2 = 296.50 MHz and f2 — in relation to visual carriers.
fl = 186.00 MHz.
As can be seen by Figure 3, only the
The beat relationship depicted in
signals that fall at a frequency of fref
Figure 2holds true for whatever input
+1.25 MHz (fref = reference fresignals are inserted into amplifiers
quency) will present possible interferthat exhibit the square law transfer
ence problems. The level of interfercharacteristic. Such beats can affect
ence to visual carriers must be greater
the picture quality of TV signals if the
at this point than that of fref — 1.25
amplitude of the second order beat
MHz. If the beat products taken from
product is great
Figure 4
enough.
Number of Composite Second Order
Beats in a77 Channel System
N 60
What it looks like

Beats will be evident

Second order is
evident to viewers
as a herring-bone
pattern that appears to be floating
across the picture.
The viewability of
this phenomenon is
highly subjective,
and ranges of susceptibility have
been as great as 9
dB.

This square law characteristic, when
present in amplifiers with two input
signals, will present beats within the
spectrum as the phase relationship of
the two input signals changes with
time. These beats will be evident at 2
times fl (1st frequency); 2times f2 (2nd
frequency); fl + f2 (1st frequency +
2nd frequency) and f2 — f1 (2nd
frequency — 1st frequency). Figure 2
shows this relationship of beats for an
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Figure 2 are applied to the graph of
Figure 3, then the only beats that could
possibly present problems are those at
110.50 MHz, 296.50 MHz and 482.50
MHz. For this reason beats that are
generated as a subtraction (f2 -fl) are
not considered problems to the CATV
operator. Even beats that fall into the
fref + 1.25 MHz category present no
problems to systems with a small
number of channels present. But now
consideration will be given to the
second order beats in systems that
carry 77 channel loading.
Composite Second Order numbers
Composite Second Order occurs when
many combinations of signals beat
together. The once unimportant discrete second order beat, when summed
with many other discrete second order
beats falling on the same frequency
(due to other channel pairs), results in
a composite second order distortion
which may have a level large enough
to interfere with the visual carrier.
This presents problems since amplifier
manufacturers and CATV equipment
manufacturers at present only specify
Freq.
Discrete Second Order (DSO)
numbers should be—not those of Com-

,Table 1

Table 3

550 MHz 19dB Push/Pull Amplifier

550 MHz 24dB Feedforward Amplifier

Discrete Second Order Spec =
66dB at +50dBmV
Calculated Composite Second Order Spec =
CSO =DSO +10 log X where X =29
=66 +10 log 29

Discrete Second Order Spec =
80dB at +50dBmV
Calculated Composite Second Order Spec =
CSO =DSO +10 log X where X =29
=-80 + 10 log 29

=-66 +14.6
=-51.4

Freq.
548.50MHz

Average
Measured
DSO

Average
Measured
CSO

67.0

51.6

Table 2
550 MHz 19dB Parallel Hybrid Amp.
Discrete Second Order Spec =
65dB at +50dBmV
Calculated Composite Second Order Spec =
CSO =DSO +10 lo gX where X =29

=-65 +10 log 29
=-65 +14.6
=-50.4

Fr
548150
" MHz

Average
Measured
DSO

Average
Measured
CSO

70.0

58

=-80 +14.6
=-65.4

Freq.
548.50MHz

Average
Measured
DSO

Average
Measured
CSO

85.0

71.0

posite Second Order (CSO). Composite
second order numbers can be calculated
however, by the equation CSO = DSO
+ 10 log X, where X = number of beats
on fref + 1.25. The unknown now is the
number of beats that make up X. In a
550 MHz system (77 channel) there are
29 beats that fall on 54.8.50 MHz, the
relationship of the number of beats to
frequency can be seen in Figure 4.
As can be seen, the maximum number of CSO addition beats falls at 548.5
MHz. Experiments have been performed on 10 samples each of a 550
MHz 19 dB gain push/pull hybrid; a
550 MHz 19 dB gain parallel hybrid
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and a550 MHz 24 dB gain feedforward
amplifier to determine how accurate
the equation CSO = DSO + 10 log (X)
is. The average of each group of amplifier is given in Tables 1through 3.
As can be seen from the data, all
three amplifiers exhibited better DSO
performance than specified: the push/
pull by +1dB, the parallel hybrid by
+5dB. However, the relationship that
needs to be looked at is that of the
discrete second order beat to that of the
CSO beat. In the case of the push/pull
and feedforward amplifiers, the 10 log
X with X = 29 holds very close to being
true (difference = .6 dB in both cases).
Only in the case of the parallel hybrid
amplifier did this relationship break
down. These amplifiers showed only a
12 dB degradation instead of the 14.6
dB that was calculated.
Explanations to this might come
from the fact that just as transistors
within amplifiers are not biased in
balance, the two separate amplifier
sections that make up aparallel hybrid
amplifier may not be balanced and the
square law transfer characteristic of
the gain block might be out of phase.
Now that the relationships of DSO to
CSO has been established, an analysis
can be made as to how this affects

trunks, bridgers
and line extenders
used in a CATV
system.
Amplifier analysis

Case 1

_Input =
sç- 11 dBmV
-3dB

Feedforward Trunk Amplifier
Block Diagram
+19dB

+24dB
-11dB

Output =
37 dBmV
-3dB

As mentioned preAR1
AR2
viously, amplifiers
CSO = 52
CSO = 71
are used to transat 50dBmV
at 50dBmV
port TV signals
from one point to
CSO Actual
another. The most
CSO Actual
= 75
= 81
common of these
are called trunk amAR1 = 550MHz 19dB Push/Pull Amplifier
plifiers.
These
AR2 = 550 MHz 24dB Feedforward Amplifier
units are built to
Case 1:
better distortion
CSO for unit =
specifications than
bridgers and line
10 log (10 10 + 10 10)
extenders due to
-75
-81
the fact that sev= 10 log (10 -1
-0
— + 10 10)
eral (most cases up
=-74
to 20) may be cascaded together to
transport these signals. When distriIn order to see the effects of CSO on a
bution of signals is required to neighCATV system, models of these amplifiborhoods, units known as bridging ers will be made using the average CSO
amplifiers and line extenders are used.
numbers from Tables 1 through 3. In
These units, while not exhibiting as
the case of the trunk amplifier a
good of distortion performance, operate
push/pull hybrid will be used together
at higher levels than trunk amplifiers.
with the feedforward block. The bridg-
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Case 2
Parallel Hybrid Bridging Amplifier
Block Diagram
Output =
Input from Trunk =
46 dBmV"--- 7
,
Ç
Ç 26dBmV
+19dB
+19dB
13dB

Input =
13dBmV

+19dB

CSO Actual
=70

AR2

CSO r. 58
at 50dBmV

CSO =52
at 50dBmV

CSO =58
at 50dBmV

CSO Actual
= 75.5

CSO Actual
=60

Output =
46 dBmV

-1.5dB
b. I

-2dB
AR1

AR2

AR1
CSO =52
at 50dBmV

+19dB

1.5dB

-2dB

-3dB

Case 3
Parallel Hybrid Line Extender
Block Diagram

CSO Actual
=64.5

AR1 =550MHz 19dB Push/Pull Amplifier
AR2 =550 MHz 19dB Parallel Hybrid Amplifier

AR1 = 550MHz 19dB Push/Pull Amplifier
AR2 =550 MHz 19dB Parallel Hybrid Amplifier

Case 3:
CSO for unit =

Case 2:
CSO for unit =
y
10 log (10 10 + 10 10)
-70
-60
= 10 log (10 -M+ 10i)

10 log (10

10 + 10 .
10)

-75.5 -64.5
= 10 bg (10 TU+ 10 -T6)
=-64

=-59.5

ing amplifier and line extenders will
both be parallel hybrid units, meaning
that the push/pull hybrid will be used
as the input with the parallel hybrid
device used as the output. Levels for
the units will be +11 dBmV input; 37
dBmV output for the trunk; and the

outputs for the bridger and line extenders will be +46 dBmV.
A review of the preceding cases
shows that in trunk amplifiers, the
input hybrid is the limiting component
in determining CSO, while in the
bridging amplifier and line extender,

the output device is the one
contributes the most to eso.

that

System analysis
Now that models have been generated for trunk, bridging and line exten-
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der amplifiers, the numbers derived
from these models can be used to
determine the consequences of CSO on
the cable plant. If a typical system of
20 trunk amplifiers, a bridging amplifier at the 20th location, followed by
two line extenders is analyzed, the
following CSO numbers can be calculated. From Cases 1through 3:
Case 1 Trunk amplifier CSO = -74
Case 2 Bridging amplifier CSO =
-59.5
Case 3 Line extenders CSO = -64.

THE ONLY TV AUDIO DEVIATION METER MADE FOR CABLE
THE DIGITAL ANSWER TO AN OLD ANALOG PROBLEM

Table 4

•Digital Storage Meter
•Precision Deviation Calibrator
•Measures Tones or Program Audio
•Measures Peak Deviation
•Measures RMS Loudness
•Measures TV Modulator Linearity
•Measures TV Modulator Frequency Response
•Compares FM Deviation on ALL Channels

Trunk contribution =74 +10 log 20
where 20 =number of identical amplifiers in
cascade.
Trunk contribution =-61dB CSO
Bridging Amplifier Contribution =
Trunk Amplifier
CSO Number
therefore,

Bridging Amp
CSO Number

—ONLY $795.—
CALL YOUR ORDER IN NOW!

-61
-59.5
CSO =10 log (107F+ 10 -1
-)
=-57dB
Line Extender Contribution =
Trunk &Bridging Amp
Line Extender 1
CSO Number
CSO Number
therefore,
-57
-64
CSO =10 log (10 .
1U+ 10T6)
=-56dB
This is added to asecond line extender whose
CSO number is also -64 therefore,
-56
-64
CSO =10 log (10 -11i+ 10T)
=-55dB

This -55 dB CSO number represents
the end-of-the-line performance and is
5 dB below what the NCTA recommends for DSO performance. When
this -55 dB CSO is compared to the
minimally acceptable interference graph
of Figure 3 it can be seen that CSO is
right on the threshold on acceptability.
Conclusions:
While the data presented in this
paper is that of an absolute worst case
situation, (IRC headend—no offsets;
CW carriers, no system tilts, etc.) care
and consideration must be given to
CSO. No longer can operators afford
the luxury of ignoring this phenomenon if 77-channel and larger systems
are to be built. Additionally, both the
amplifier and CATV equipment manufacturers must start specifying equipment with CSO numbers. •
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TV audio devia tion:
measu ring and setting it
hoi

easurement and control of TV
audio volume has always been
with us, but other concerns have
usually taken precedence. Loudness
contrast between channels is accentuated by program source switching and
local ad insertion, not to mention audio
volume changes with each new program on any given channel. This paper
explains why two programs of equal
peak deviation can have very different
loudness; how to measure "loudness;"
how to adjust TV audio modulators to
equal loudness on each channel; and
how to keep loudness constant even
though the source program volume
changes. First some theory, then the
practical art "equalizing" audio levels.
Peak factor

The peak factor of an audio signal is
herein defined as the ratio between the
peak voltage and the RMS voltage in
the particular waveform being observed. This is usually expressed in dB.
Thus a square wave has a 0 dB peak
factor, since the peak and RMS voltages are equal. A sine wave has a3dB
peak factor since the peak voltage
exceeds the RMS voltage by 1.414 and
20 log 1.414 = 3.01 dB. Natural voice
or music waveforms can have peak
factors ranging from 13 dB to 17 dB.
"Single talkers" tend to have the
highest peak factors, with certain languages and talkers ranging up to the
17 dB level. Multiple musical instruments and combined voices (such as
singing) tends to reduce the peak factor
to about 13 dB.
Well, if most natural audio has a 13
dB peak factor, why does the audio
industry refer to astandard 10 dB peak
factor? Because almost all testing is
done with sine waves that have a3dB
peak factor! Thus we are referring to
the difference between the 3 dB sine
wave and the 13 dB music peak factors.
All of the foregoing discussion refers
to natural voice or music. In practice,
By Frank F McClatchie, FM Systems
Inc.
01988, with permission, from the NCTA
Technical Papers, 1988.

these numbers will vary according to
the degree of peak clipping and/or
compression applied to the natural
audio prior to transmission. Note that
the FCC defines frequency modulation
(FM) in terms of a deviation limit,
which is directly proportional to the
peak voltage of the modulating waveform. However, the human ear perceives loudness as a power-derived
factor, which relates to the RMS value
of the modulation waveform. Since the
broadcaster has a natural interest in
producing the loudest audio possible

station, then a "rock" station. They
are both modulating ±75 kHz, but the
"classical" station will sound much
weaker, even during aloud passage.
Practical Implementation

While all of the foregoing leaves us
with program of varying loudness, the
sub still will complain if the volume
changes more than he or she perceives
as acceptable. No standard fits all
subscribers in how much is acceptable.
The only thing that will reduce complaints to a minimum is to reduce
Peak Factor
volume differences below the level of
audible perception. One deciBel is
ordinarily conceded to be a justperceptible level change, so if we can
hold average level differences between
channels and between successive programs to the order of ±1dB or so, we
can hope to reduce this source of
subscriber complaint to aminimum.
6dB
0dB
3dB
Off-air channels usually have their
audio carefully controlled and so should
Compressed
not require further control at the
Audio
headend. This is fortunate since most
off-air signals are I.F. converted and
cannot be controlled without going to
baseband conversion. In fact, since
these channels tend to have constant
volume and can't be controlled in most
systems anyway, these are usually the
LV I
3-10 dB
"reference channels" to which the
13-17 dB
volume of other channels are adjusted.
Ad insertion channels are prime
without exceeding the FCC deviation
candidates for program audio level
limits, the industry has expended concontrol. The same ad videotape will
siderable effort and ingenuity to compress the peak factor ever more while
play back at differing loudness on
different VCRs and obviously tapes
still not increasing distortion excesrecorded at different times and locasively.
tions also vary in volume.
Of course, it could be said that any
All of these combinations tend to be
change in the waveform constitutes
different from the preceeding program
technical distortion, but what is impormaterial. All channels carrying local
tant to the broadcaster is perceived
advertising should be equipped with
distortion. Thus it comes to pass that
audio ALC systems between the adsome broadcasters (and recording stuinsert equipment and the TV moduladios) are far more aggressive in peak
factor reduction than others. As a tor (not just within the ad-insert equipment).
result, any two program sources that
Program switching between differexhibit equal peak deviation can be
ent sources very often results in severe
very different in perceived loudness.
A good practical example of differing volume changes. An audio ALC system
should be placed between the program
peak factor compression resulting in
switches and the TV modulator.
loudness differences can be found on
Local origination audio is very diffiyour FM dial. Tune in a "classical"
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'There's A Name For People
Who Make Big Claims,
'Then Back 'Them Up With
A 7-Year Warranty.

Eastern International has been proving in system
after system how dependable the Excel Series
converter is. And how that dependability translates into profitability. Now we're backing up
those claims with a full 7-Year Warranty on the
Excel 202. No one else stands behind their converters with so much confidence. Call (800)
222-5109. In Indiana call 18121333-17814Or FAX 18121
335-51475. Find out how good your future can be.

EASTERN
INTERNATIONAL
Reader Service Number 55

AUDIO DEVIATION
cult to control and usually requires an
operator, but he or she is busy enough
with the video, so often the audio
volume changes more than it should.
An automatic audio ALC system would
exert this control and thus keep this
channel under control.
In addition to the preceeding group
of channels that are on the "must
control" list, you may find that some
other program sources should be added
to the "controlled" list.

The conundrum
Now, if we are to placate the subscriber, we must either re-process all
incoming audio to the same peak factor
and so have equal loudness, and equal
audio deviation, or we can accept audio
as we find it, but set the audio volume
to be constant between channels and
let the deviation fall where it may
(within reasonable limits). Since the
cable operator is not constrained by the

Build your own remote programmable RF/video switch with the Applied
Instruments RPS-4. Up to four individually configurable RF or video SPDT
switches give you the flexibility to design aswitching
system that's customized for your particular headend or
hubsite application. Convenient rack-mount design and
front panel toggle switches make manual operation easy And, for remote
location activation, the RPS-4 offers RS 232C control circuitry on the back
panel. All previous switch settings are stored in anon-volatile memory in
case of power failure. Make your switch today Call Doyle Haywood.
President, Applied Instruments, or write for our full color brochure.

317- 782-4331

Applied Instruments, Inc.
51 South 16th Avenue
Beech Grove. IN 46107

APPLIED

INSTRUMENTS,

INC.

BROADBAND COMMUNICATION INSTRUMENTATION

Reader Service Number 56
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FCC in the same way that a broadcaster is, the cable operator can adjust
his deviation over ±25 kHz for underprocessed audio and under ±25 kHz for
aggressively processed audio.
The "old-fashioned way" to set equal
loudness is to let your ear decide by
switching between channels. This is
very time consuming and pretty frustrating because the ear has very poor
loudness memory. The ear is pretty
good for comparing on an A/B basis,
but since the two programs are not
necessarily at 100 percent modulation
at the same time, much time is lost
waiting for volume peaks on both in
quick succession.
As we have already seen, neither
peak deviation (as measured on a
storage spectrum analyzer), or peak
voltage measurement (as measured by
"peak flashers" or peak reading voltmeters) will measure comparative loudness between audio waveforms of differing peak factors. The only measurement that comes close to the human
ear perception of volume is the RMS
measurement. An ordinary RMS reading voltmeter will do this, but it still
requires considerable interpretive skill
to read, since the operator must establish just what "peaks" to read. If it is
an analog meter, this difficulty is
compounded by the mechanical time
constants and dynamics of the meter.
If it is digital, reading the flickering
numbers is literally impossible. The
RMS reading meter must record and
store the highest RMS reading over the
testing interval to be practical, for it
is the highest (or 100 percent modulation level) that should be recorded, not
some lower intermediate level that
may be on part of the time.
It does little good to measure the
audio going into the TV audio modulator even with the digital RMS storage
meter that was just postulated. To
compare one channel with another, the
digital RMS storage meter should be
connected to the audio output of aTV
tuner. Such ameter is available today'.
It is called the ADM-1.
Keeping loudness constant
Now that we know how to equalize
the volume on the channels that we can
control, how can we keep them from
changing during ad inserts, program
source switching, and other sources of
volume changes? The answer is automatic audio level control applied between the audio source (such as the
satellite receiver) and the TV audio
modulator. This requirement is espe-

AUDIO DEVIATION
cially acute on the new BTSC stereo
modulators, some of which have an
audio control system built-in. A number of audio automatic level control
systems (ALC) are available today
from such manufacturers as Circuit
Research Labs, Learning Industries,
FM Systems Inc., Aphex Systems Inc.,
Orban and Scientific-Atlanta. Some
are elemental in operation, while some
are quite sophisticated. Just what can
a sophisticated ALC do that it's more
elemental brothers cannot do? Why
buy the fancy model?
Audio ALC systems range from simple automatic variable gain devices to
complex systems that control the gain
in such a way that the listener is not
aware that control is being exerted,
The simple ALC control system will
maintain aconstant audio output, but
with certain rather obvious "control
artifacts" such as:
1. "Noise pumping." This is heard
as a rushing hissing noise gradually
increasing and decreasing in amplitude as the program volume changes.
This hiss can be really objectionable
during long pauses between normal
program levels,
2. "Ducking." The sudden reduction of ordinary background sound

following asudden loud sound, such as
agun shot.
3. "Program pumping." This is
caused when intermittent high level
low frequencies such as bass drums or
other low frequency pulsing sounds
modulates the volume of mid- and
high-frequency sounds. This can be
particularly noticeable and objectionable on certain program content.

trol." This feature, when properly implemented, will prevent ducking. Sudden very loud noises will not change
system gain, while longer term loud
passages will exert gain reduction to
maintain aconstant output level.
3. "Dual-band control." By splitting the audio band into two parts, the
low frequencies can be separately controlled from the high band, therefore
intermittant high level low frequencies
Sophisticated ALC systems
cannot modulate the volume of the
higher audio frequencies, thus preventThese more complex ALC systems
ing program pumping.
deal with these control artifacts with
Artful implementation of these three
varying degrees of success. The best of aspects of the automatic level control
them give no audible clue to their
system can control audio level to very
operation, except that the audio level
close tolerances even with input level
stays substantially constant over a variations of 30 dB, and do so with no
wide range of input levels. Characterisperception on the part of the subscriber
tics to look for when searching for a that any control is being exerted. In
very good audio ALC:
effect, a very good ALC system acts
1. "Gating." A good gating system just like a tireless professional audio
will prevent noise pumping. The gate
operator on the job.
locks the gain setting upon a sudden
Over the years, TV audio has almost
reduction of audio level, like a pause
been a "necessary evil": Necessary for
in speech. A good gate will not permit
obvious reasons, and evil because rethe gain to change until program audio
ally good control systems were absent
returns. Since the gain is prevented
and there were many other more pressfrom increasing during pauses, noise
ing problems to solve. Cable has grown
cannot be pumped up.
and with that, subscriber expectation
2. "Program-dependent gain conof professional grade video and audio. •

PICO TRAPS

Guaranteed Performance.

Only Pico uses the highest quality components and strictest AQL testing procedures
to offer this unprecedented 5YEAR WARRANTY. Use Pico with confidence
because every trap and filter is quality tested to specifications for:
• Frequency stability over temperature and humidity
ranges -40 to +140°F.
oAttenuation on lower sound and upper video.
• Insertion loss out to 600 MHz.
• Mechanical configuration including
thread fit, depth, Fconnector
seizing force, RF shielding,
and plating quality
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consistent performance and
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only 5YEAR WARRANTY.

PICO
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PRODUCTS, INC.

103 Commerce Blvd.
Liverpool, NY 13088
(315) 451-7700

Call Today For Factory Direct Pricing

1-800-822-7420
Reader Service Number 57
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FILTERS IN CA1V—PART V

4111111

Negative trapping for
pay-TV security
mission" regions. Since channels in the
guard band suffer considerable attenuation, but not enough for hard security,
they cannot be utilized as either premium or as quality basic channels.
This fact must be taken into account
when employing them in the overall
trapping strategy. The most frequently
employed tiering filters, and therefore,
the most readily available are:
• The low band lowpass filter
suppresses channels 2 through 6 and
most models pass channels A through
2 (108 MHz to 114 MHz) through
hyperband channel 62 (444 MHz to 450
MHz). The guard band is the lower half
of the FM band, which is usable with
this filter in place. This filter is often
used when all premium channels are
Wpes of negative filters
placed in the low band and offered on
an "all-or-none" basis or the low band
When the CATV system offers only
5KV-7 Frequency Response
channels are offered as one option in a
one premium channel, the natural
more complex tiering structure.
filter choice is the video carrier trap,
• The superband suppression lowmore commonly called the negative
pass filter suppresses the super and
trap. It suppresses the premium carrier
hyperband and allow quality transmisvideo channel 60 dB or more with some
sion of all channels at and below 13
impact on lower, adjacent sound. When
(210 MHz to 216 MHz). For most
there is more than one premium chanstandard models, guard band channels
nel offered and the customer has a
are 22 and 23 (216 MHz to 228 MHz).
"cherry picking" choice of premium
This filter is often used when all
channels, the economic choice is often
premium channels are placed in supera "screw together" of the appropriate
hyper bands or these channels are
negative traps. If only a few premium
offered as one option of amore
channels are being offered,
complex
they
are
the
lowest
cost
filters
Figure 3
• The midband trap usuEffect On Lower Audio Loss Due To Video Trapping
available and are readily
ally suppresses channel A
locked together in desired
video to channel H video
combinations either by the
300
350
400
150
200
250
50 MHz
100
(121.25 MHz to 163.25 MHz)
user or the trap manufacwith channel 1(22) as the
turer.
0dB
guard band. This is used for
o)
the midband premium option
Tiering filters
ra
in systems with converters
1
i
S. to
where all premium channels
Whenever the number of I-I!
.c
(J
are grouped in the midband
fi
premium channels exceeds
_
(5
Audio Gone—litt
Audio OK
and sold on an "all-or-none"
about four, the long "stick"
3 20
basis. Special versions of this
of negative traps becomes cuma
Le—Video Gone —y
i--Video Watchable---foi
o
o
type of filter can sometimes
bersome and other types of .0
o
ot
o
be found which trap fewer
filters, often called tiering
z
e 30
e
2e
than eight contiguous chanc
filters, come into use.
to
C
..
nels. These become more diffi..(3 9
These suppress a number
e
o
<it
cult to build as the number
of contiguous channels. Fig1 so
of contiguous channels is reqi••>,.
.I.,
duced, and for four channels
N
By Glyn Bostick, President,
or less, economics often favor
and Bob Portmess, Microwave
"screw-together" of low cost
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
Trapped Video Carrier Frequency (MHz)
Filter Co. Inc.
negative video traps. •

Wh

en all channels are transmitted
from the headend in watchable
condition (none encoded or scrambled) negative trapping at the individual subscriber's drop is necessary if he
is not paying for premium reception.
An appropriate trap or filter is installed in an unaccessible location,
usually at the line tap-off, to block the
premium channel to unpaid subscribers. The term "negative" is an economic one: we're investing in equipment for which there is no revenue
return from that particular subscriber.
(Next month we'll discuss "positive"
trapping, for which income is proportional to equipment investment).

ure 1 illustrates the response of the
types of tiering filters in common use.
Note that tiering filters require a
"guard band"—a transition zone equal
to one or more channel widths between
the "trapped out" and "good trans-

*
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Positive seal. And zero leakage:
Having trouble finding the
dependability you need in an
"F" connector? LRC has the
answer.
Our new Snap-N-Seall" "F"
Connector is triple sealed for
maximum environmental protection. This means asignificant
reduction in maintenance and
increased life of subscriber
drops.
There's no crimping—SnapN-Seal ¡ust snaps on. A 360degree compression on the
cable jacket ensures acomplete
radial seal, eliminating the
moisture migration experienced
on traditional "F" connectors
--RF leakage is virtually
eliminated.

We've taken care of another
of your headaches, too. The
front seal on our Snap-N-Seal
eliminates the problems that
rubber boots can cause because
of inconsistency of port lengths
on mating equipment.
Installation is asnap. A convenient tool is required for
cable preparation and connector installation.
For detailed information on
how you can reduce maintenance and increase subscriber
drop life, call or write LRC
Electronics.
Snap-N-Sea/ is atrademark
of AUGAT/LRC Electronics.
*Send for performance data.

For more information call or
write: LRC Electronics, Inc.,
901 South Avenue, PO. Box
111, Horseheads, NY 14845.
Phone 607/739-3844.

WE'RE AUGAT COMMUNICATIONS GROUP

WE TIE IT ALL TOGETHER

WITH EASE

Reader Service Number 58

ADVERTISEMENT

TRAP CALLBOOK
The following companies have paid
afee to have their listing appear in the
Trap Callbook.

AUGAT

LRC

Quality and Innovation

Augat/LRC
(607) 739-3844
Electronics Inc.
901 South Avenue
Horseheads, NY 14845
PERSONNEL: Barry Cokely,
Operations Manager; Leonard DeRenzo,
Director of Sales; Ken Wood, Director
of Product Development
DESCRIPTION: LRC Electronics, Inc.
is amajor supplier of coaxial cable
connectors, traps and RF leakage
detectors.

inizaczpr
Intercept Corp. ....(201) 279-2544
85 5th Avenue, Building #16
Paterson, NJ 07524
PERSONNEL: George Adbelmessieh,
President; Peter Parikh, Executive V.P..
SALES OFFICE:
Intercept Sales ....(201) 446-1010
Wats (National) ....(800) 338-8727
Gedi Corporate Park
Englishtown, NJ 07726
DESCRIPTION: Engineers and
manufacturers of pay-TV security traps,
super traps, tier and multi-channel
traps, scramblers, filters, keylock,
converters, pedestals, directional taps,
subscriber drop passives and cable
speciality products.

f'Northern

ill
Eagle
Comtronics, Inc.

catv sales, inc.

(315) 622-3402
(800) 448-7474

4562 Waterhouse Road
Clay, NY 13041
PERSONNEL: Alan Devendorf,
President; Joseph Ostuni, VP/Sales &
Marketing; Chester Syp, National Sales
Manager
DESCRIPTION: Super traps, decoding
filters taps, addressable and
programmable descramblers, converters.

Northern
(315) 426-1455
CAW Sales, Inc.
Wats National ....(800) 448-1655
P.O. Box 6729
Syracuse, NY 13217
PERSONNEL: Greg 'Presness, Manager
Tech Sales; Ed Manley, New Products
Manager
DESCRIPTION: Distributor of CATV
products, ARCOM traps and accessories.

111Passnre Devices Inc.

MIMEO
INDUSTRIES INC.
Game° Industries ..(201) 381-0700
19 Walnut St.
Clark, NJ 07066
PERSONNEL: Fred Whiting, Executive
Vice President; Shelia O'Sullivan, VPSales & Marketing; Carmine Amatucci,
National Sales Manager.
DESCRIPTION: Manufacture passive
and active line equipment: line
extenders, channel droppers, subscriber
traps, passive line and trunk amplifiers,
full line of drop material.

Passive Devices, Inc. .(305) 493-5000
5149 N.E. 12th Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33334
PERSONNEL: Donald Edelman,
President; Barbara Edelman, VP/
Finance; David Green, Sales Manager;
Mike Odelman, Technical Sales Rep.
REGIONAL OFFICES: Exclusive
Distributors: Jerry Conn Associates,
T.R. Pitts Co., Mainline Equipment Co.
DESCRIPTION: We carry awide range
of completely rebuilt converters, all
major brands of converters with many
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under $20/each with afull 90 day
warranty. We stock for immediate
delivery every popular negative trap
and positive filter. We carry ISS
Engineering's headend equipment and
are their largest nationwide distributor.
We also have Prodelin and CADCO
antennas, CADCO headend equipment,
Pico Macom products, Compedco
pedestals, Cable Tek Center Product's
molding ducts and apartment house
boxes, Walter generators and many
other items for cable television. For a
complete catalog and pricing
information, please call us collect.

PICO PRODUCTS, INC.

Pico Products, Inc. . .(315) 451-7700
(800) 822-7420
103 Commerce Boulevard
Liverpool, NY 13088
PERSONNEL: Bernard Hitchcock,
Chairman of Board/CEO; George Knapp,
President; Danny O'Connell, Executive
Vice President; Ralph Yahn, Chief
Financial Officer; Jim Mead, Sales
Manager.
DESCRIPTION: Pico Products, Inc.
manufactures and markets acomplete
line of system components for CATV,
SMATV and MATV including security
devices, modulators, single channel
amplifiers, channel converters, wall
taps, pre-amps, and complete headends
for TV signal distribution in CATV,
SMATV and STV.

Production Products .(315) 682-2031
Co. Assoc
(800) 468-2288
One Mezzy Lane
Manlius, NY 13104
PERSONNEL: John Mezzalingua,
Chairman; Daniel Mezzalingua,
President; Andrew Szegda, Vice
President; Dominick Maio, Vice
President.
DESCRIPTION: A complete product
line of aluminum connectors for trunk
and distribution equipment as well as
brass connectors and fittings for cable
television applications. We also carry
afull line of low band, mid band, high
band and super band traps.

1

November 1Cascade
Range Chapter will meet to
discuss video and audio signals and systems and transportation systems at the Holiday Inn in Wilsonville, Ore.
Speakers will include Norrie
Bush of Columbia Cable and
Warren Beals of Tektronix.
Call Norrie Bush, (206) 2543228, for information.
November 2Appalachian
Mid-Atlantic Meeting Group
will gather. Call Ron Mountain, (717) 684-2878, for info
on meeting place and subject
matter.
November 5Golden Gate
Chapter will administer BCT/
E exams at the Viacom facility in Pleasanton, Calif. Call
Ibm Elliot, (408) 727-5295,
for info.
November 8Central Illinois Meeting Group will meet
at the Sheraton Inn in Normal, Ill, to administer BCT/E
exams in categories V and
VI. Call Irony Lasher, (217)
784-5518, for details.
November 10 Upstate
New York Meeting Group
will gather at the Burgandy
Basin Inn in Rochester, N.Y.
to discuss video and audio
signals and systems. Guest
speaker will be Paul Beeman

of Viacom Networks. Call
Ed Pickett, (716) 325-1111.
November 13-14 Old Dominion Chapter will host a
technical seminar at the Holiday Inn in Richmond, Va.
Call Margaret Harvey, (703)
248-3400, for more info.
November 14-16 SCTE
National Headquarters will
host atechnical training seminar at the Luxbury Hotel in
Charlotte, N.C. The topic
will be "Technology for technicians" and will be conducted by SCTE Director of
Chapter Development and
graining Ralph Haimowitz.
The three-day seminar is designed for installer-technicians, field supervisors and
service techs and will cover
customer relations, safety,
installation materials, cable
and connectors, standard
house drop procedures, customer education, testing and
troubleshooting. Call the
SCTE, (215) 363-6888 for
info.
November 15 Chesapeake
Meeting Group will host a
technical seminar at the Holiday Inn in Columbia, Md.
The seminar will feature BCT/
E testing in categories I, II,
III and IV. Call Thomas Gor-

man, (301) 252-1012, for more
information.
November 16 North Central Texas Chapter will host
atechnical seminar on fiber
optics, with representatives
from Anixter and AT&T. Location will be given later.
Call Vern Kahler, (817) 2657766, for details.
November 16 Razorback
Chapter will meet to discuss
CLI at the Days Inn in Little
Rock. Featured speaker will
be Don Runzo of ComSonics.
Call Jim Dickerson, (501)
777-4684.
November 16 Mount Rainier Meeting Group will administer BCT/E exams at
Martha Lake Community Center in Seattle. Call Russ
Eldore, (206) 251-6760, for
info.
November 29 Satellite
Tele-Seminar Program.
"SCTE Installer Certification Program Workshop" featuring SCTE Director of Chapter Development and Training Ralph Haimowitz. Ihped
at Cable-lbc Expo '88 in San
Francisco. the program will
air from noon to 1p.m. ET
on Transponder 7of Satcom
F3R.

The Magnavox Mobile
Training Center seminars combine instruction in theory
and practical hands-on training, using common gear and
test equipment.

November 9-11 and 1517 Magnavox Mobile Training Center will be in the
Boston area. Call Amy Costello, (315) 682-9105 Ext.
389, to register.

November 21-23 Mobile
Training Center will in
Syracuse, N.Y. Call Amy Costello, (315) 682-9105 Ext.
389, to register or for more
information.

JERROLD

November 8-10 Jerrold
Technical Seminar will be
held in Chicago at the Hyatt
Lincolnwood. Call Jerry
McGlinchey, (215) 674-4800
Ext. 4189 for info.
January 24-26, 1989 Jerrold Technical Seminar will
be held at the Holiday Inn

Central Park in Orlando,
Fla. Call Jerry McGlinchey,
(215) 674-4800 Ext. 4189 to
register.

ceoq

November 15-17 C-COR
Electronics Technical Seminar in New Orleans, La. Call
Theresa Harshburger, (800)
233-2267 Ext. 326 to enroll
or for more information.

January 24-26 C-COR
Electronics Technical Seminar will be held in Los
Angeles. Call Theresa Harshburger, (800) 233-2267
Ext. 326.
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ELECTRONICS INC

Illinois Bell
AN Aideal-JO. COMPANY

November 15-17 Illinois
Bell will host aseminar in
Westmont Ill. on fiber optic
communications systems for
the local loop. The course
costs $775, including lunches,
refreshments and all course
materials. Call (312) 6553096 for information.
December 6-8 Illinois Bell
will again offer the course
on fiber optic communication
systems for the local loop,
in Orlando, Fla. Call (312)
655-3096 to register.
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
MICROWAVE
FIELD TECHNICIAN
Common Carrier seeks Video Microwave
technician. Knowledge of digital message
systems helpful. Must be thoroughly experienced in all phases of maintenance,
installation and testing, plus good knowledge in use of related test equipment.

CATV Service/Maintenance Technician
needed for small system. Must be neat,
punctual and willing to progress. Minimum
3 years experience and excellent driving
record required. Wages determined by
experience: $8 to $10 per hr. Work will be
in Columbus, OH area. Send resume to:
Cooney Cable Associates
of Ohio
109 E. Wapakoneta St.
Waynesfield, OH 45896

Contact Ed Limbeck
609-825-8148
Garden State Micro Relay, Inc.
207 Kates Blvd.
Millville, NJ 08332

BakerScott
aco.

1259 Route 46

EXECUTIVE SEARCH

Paruppany, NJ 07054

201 263-3355

Specialists in the COMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRY
CABLE TWIROADCAST
DIVISION

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
DIVISION

POSMONS AVAILABLE AT ALL LEVELS OF
MANAGEMENT. COAST TO COAST
Cal or wnte w CONFIDENCE

QUALITY CONTROL TECHNICIAN
Growing national telecommunications company is seeking two highly qualified individuals
with a strong technical background in CATV. Must be self-motivated, capable of
troubleshooting and correcting headend, satellite receiving, and distribution problems. Must
have headend and system design, activation, and proofing experience. Position will require
relocation and extensive travel.
Minimum 3 years experience in CATV systems design, maintenance, and repair. Associate
or BS degree in Electrical Engineering astrong plus.
Competitive salary and benefits, plus incentives. Send resume and salary requirements to:
Director of Engineering
Maxtel Cablevision
4550 Montegomery Avenue, Suite 1150N
Bethesda, MD 20814

FEE PAL)

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
Nationwide CATV Engineering & Construction Opportunities. Lineman, Splicers,
Engineers, Supervisors, Managers & Designers. Call:
(303) 621-2820
or send resume to:
-

Simmons Cable TV
171 Main Street
Owego, New York 13827

FOE

WE DON'T TALK CABLE, WE KNOW CABLE"
PRINCIPALS DAVID ALLEN & JUDY BOUER

CATV Opportunities
RO. Box 452
Kiowa,C0 80117

IR°CKY ime°uNTAIN

Manager/Technician, Chief Technician
and Maintenance Technician. Positions
available for small upstate New York
systems. Send resume to:

BROADBAND
LAN DESIGNERS
Large, nationwide full-service communications contractor has opportunities for experienced designers. Familiarity with Jerrold
and C-COR a must. Ungermann-Bass
Network experience is a plus. CAD experience desirable though not required. The
candidate(s) selected for this position will
have responsibility for project bid prep, site
visits and design. Send current resume
and salary history to:
Burnup & Sims
Communications Services, Inc.
Attn: Victor Turner
Broadband Engineering Manager
5555 Oakbrook Parkway, Suite 190
Norcross, Georgia 30093
(404) 662-8310
EOE
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e
LOCAL AREA
NETWORK-SENIOR
MAINTENANCE
TECHNICIAN
INFORMATION SYSTEMS & NETWORKS CORPORATION, seeks an experienced RF maintenance and alignment technician for a permanent
position in Newport, RI. Applicants must be totally
familiar with single cable, bi-directional rf distribution systems, headend configuration, design,
systems balance, sweep and proof of performance testing. A strong knowledge of data transmission is also desired.
We offer excellent salary and benefits to the
right individual. Send resume to: Guy Thomas,
INFORMATION SYSTEMS & NETWORKS CORPORATIION, Admirals Gate, 221 Third Street,
Suite 308, Newport, Rhode Island 02840. Equal
opportunity employer m/f/h/y.

e

CLASSIFIEDS
rHELP

WANTED

BROADBAND DESIGNER
Experienced CATV cable plant designer.
High visibility position. High growth potential. Compensation negotiable. CADD, TwoWay or LAN experience a plus. Send
resume and salary history in confidence
to Larry Brown, V.P.-LAN Division:
NaCom
1900 E. Dublin-Granville Rd.
Suite 100-A
Columbus, Ohio 43229

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE/RENT

QUALITY COUNTS
(Precision Converter Repair)

We have found that both quality and integrity count. We know
that you want to be able to count on your converter and
decoder repair facility for just that. At SCI Service and Repair,
we offer you both — integrity and quality.
SCI's repair expertise covers the following:

Equal Opportunity Employer M F H

BROADBAND LAN
MARKETING/SALES
Rapidly growing nationwide communications cabling systems contractor seeks
marketing/sales leader for its LAN Division.
Applicant must have established, successful track record in sales to LAN integrators
and end users. Relocation to Columbus
Ohio. Compensation negotiable. Send resume and salary history in confidence to
Larry Brown, V.P.-LAN Division:
NaCom
1900 E. Dublin-Granville Rd.
Suite 100-A
Columbus, Ohio 43229

• Authorized OAK SIGMA' addressable repair center.
• All OAK' addressable decoders and converters.
• OAK' authorized HEAD-END and satellite repair center.
• Pioneer, Jerrold, Scientific/Atlanta, Hamlin non-data addressable
converters/decoders.

Benefits:
• Turn-around on most orc,Irs is less than 3 weeks.
• Six-month limited warranty. • Recently modernized facilities.
• 99%+ perfect last 18 months — few warranty returns.

When Quality Counts ...OUR QUALITY SHOWS

(619) 438-1518

SCI

Equal Opportunity Employer M F H

WE PLACE ENGINEERS,
SALES, MGMT. FINANCIAL

2265 Camino Vda Roble, Carlsbad, California 92008

fall levels for CA TV & Video -except operators)
Fulltime, Freelance & Project
America's Leading Source for aDecade
ICON. IAFG

TV STATIONS, PRODUCTION, CORP'

For information phone or write Mark Kornish

i
kEy SySTEMS,
Employer
Paid Fees

479 Northampton Street
Kingston, PA 18704

(717) 283-1041

EQUIP. FOR SALE/RENT

MAILING
LISTS
AVAILABLE
For more information, call
Curt Stocker at (303) 3937449.

ELIM ff.41,rgy

THE

OF CONVErITER &
LINE EQUIPMENT

REPAIR

Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin & Scientific
Atlanta equipment.
Highest Prices Paid
Cable Equipment Brokerage co.

(818) 709-3724
Bucket Trucks—Used

Telsta, Versa-Litt, Digger Derricks-10 in
Stock. 30 other Utility Construction Trucks.
"We Buy and Sell"
Opdyke, Inc.
(Philadelphia Area)
3123 Bethlehem Pike
(215) 721-4444
Hatfield, Pa. 19440

LI

coLL

NI T:NORTHEAST CABLE
ELECTRONICS, INC.

61 IVIYROCK AVE

WANTED:
SURPLUS CABLE EQUIPMENT

WATERFORD, CT 06385

2034434675

VIDEO SUPPLIES

CABLES •CONNE ,.TORS •CANARL •bE.. ,22.•
RA2 '•D. s• "TS•
BeTERIES NEUTRK •60 INTERFACE BOXES. TAPE .5CODIFF CAPE LABELS •GAFFERS
SAPE • CASES • PATCH BAYS • LIGHTS • ACO. SOC FOAM
• FORMS • MICROPHONES • SONEX • STANDS • MOUNTS
• WIND SCREENS •ZEPPELINS • FIBRE °PUTS • RACKS
•DUCT •REELS •TESTERS •FILTERS •CHEMICeLS •TOOLS
•°NAIR LIGHTS •DEGAUSSERS •INTERFACE DEVICES
•HEADPHONES •CUPS •SWITCHES •CAM
;vHS CARLE

MARKERTEK VIDEO SUPPLY
145 Ulster Ave Saugeeles, NY 12477 U.S.A.
r
eEk

1-800-522-2025

In NY: 914-246-3036
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CLASSIFIEDS

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

c
c
•
•
•
•
•

CABLE
CONSTRUCTORS
INC. IRON MOUNTAIN, MICHIGAN

PLANNING
STRAND MAPPING
SYSTEM DESIGN
MAKE-READY
OVERHEAD/UNDERGROUND

•
•
•
•
•

NaCom /
BUILDING COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS THROUGHOUT AMERICA

•
•
•
•
•

TESTING
TURNKEY HEADEND
MATERIAL SUPPORT
FCC PROOF OF PERFORMANCE
MICROWAVE/ITFS SYSTEM
PLANNING

Installations (including fiber optics)
Converter exchanges, PPV, audits, special projects
MDU, SMATV, & LAN Pre/postwiring
Strand mapping, engineering, signal leakage
Design (AutoCAD)

• Aerial/underground construction

II you are seeking asingle source with the experience and resources to build atop
caliber cable system accurately and on schedule Contact Cable Constructors. Inc..
105 Kent St., P.O. Box 190, Iron Mountain, MI. 49801, telephone (906) 774-6621.

1900 E. Dublin-Granville Rd., Columbus, Ohio 43229
614/895-1313 • 800/848-3998 • FAX 614/895-8942

TRY US!!

IMM

Serving the Cable TV industry
with over 5,000 line products

CABLE SYSTEM
SURVEY CO.

\MMM
IM

111•31 .8181

"NATIONWIDE"
(419) 394-7890
OH

NT'L

800-826-4711

cL

L

cSimâman

MAPPING • DESIGN • AS-BUILTS
COMPLETE DRAFTING SERVICES

800-826-4710

5cA ilociatei,

Good prices for projects in sunny climates

dba/SAI Engineering
1301 McKinley Rd., P.O. Box 2288, St. Marys,

17 Peddler's Row
Newark, DE 19702
(302) 368-2436

OH 45885

518 North Main Street
Tekonsha, MI 49092
(517) 767-4185

Avoid costly LAN Delays
Map/Top
3.0

General
Instrument

C-Cor

Magnavox

Merit

Communications
Supply®
A Cable TV Industries Co.

Materiel
Management

"On-Line"
Inventory
Management

Eight U.S.A.
Stocking
Locations

PC Access
to Our MiniMainframe

y

ou can benefit from receiving timely
deliveries of the in-demand network
products you need. With our "Justin-Time" Materiel Management your
scheduled deliveries are guaranteed! So
join the growing number of Merit
customers who receive what they need,
when they need it, and avoid costly
delays.

L] YES! Send me info on: (Spec')
Name:
Title:
Company:

Mail to: Merit
Communications Supply I
5922 Bowcroft St.
Los Angeles, CA 90016
Or CALL 800-443-8615
Nationwide and

Address:
City, State, Zip:
[hone:

)

Wordwide.
Reader Service Number 60
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IN THE NEWS

Catel announces price break
for new AM fiber equipment
Things are moving so fast
in the fiber optic industry,
everyone needs to hold on to
their hats. Catel Telecommunications announced anew,
lower pricing schedule for its
AM products.
The new 'fransHub III fiber
system, which delivers 54 channels of video over three fibers,
can be purchased for $30,000
(in volume). Dr. James Hood,
president of Catel, said a twohub configuration is also available, for a cost of $22,500 per
hub.
The three-fiber configuration is necessary in order to
defeat the second-order beat
products that have become the
limiting factor in AM systems,
says Hood (see channelloading chart).
A new RF voltage protection device has been developed
by Passive Devices Inc. The

Surgender (patent pending) has been
designed to protect headend equipment, television receivers, VCRs, home
entertainment centers and LANs from
local lightning strikes. Attack time is
100 nanoseconds, max surge current is

STANDARD AM FIBER OPTICS SYSTEMS
FIBER CHANNEL MAPPING (18CH/FIBER)

SYSTEM LOADING
FIBER #1
UP TO 72 CHANNELS
4 FIBERS

Channels
(2 - 6)
FM
54 MHz

UP TO 54 CHANNELS
3 FIBERS

54 MHz

UP TO 36 CHANNELS
2 FIBERS

UP TO 18 CHANNELS
1 FIBER

408

120

— 54
408

408

#2

7 — 24

FIBER
25

228

7 — 24
120

43 — 54

108 336

Channels
(2-6) 4 FM
54 MHz

43

108 336

Channels
(2-6) .1. FM
54 MHz

43 — 54

108 336

Channels
(2 - 6)
FM

FIBER

228

25
228

228

#3

- 42
336

FIBER #4
55
408

— 72
516

— 42
336

7 — 24
120

228

7 — 24

108 120

228

Cablecon® Drop-in-Duct
Protected Service Wire Drops
•iornm duct with

RG-59 or RG-6 drop

• 13mm duct with RG-59Q or RG-6Q drop
For order information:
Channell: (800) 423-1863
(800) 345-3624 in CA

Integral: (800) 527-2168
(214) 826-0590 in TX

Reader Service Number 83

&à

KTH Series
Trap
Holders

• Keeps cylindrical-design traps out of mud
• Retrofit without disconnecting any equipment
• Eliminates radiation leakage by preventing stress on
coax jumpers
Channell Commercial
(800) 423-1863
(800) 345-3624 in CA
Reader Service Number 84

CABLETEK CENTER PRODUCTS, INC.

850 TAYLOR STREET, ELYRIA, OH 44035
1-800-562-9378 •ELYRIA 216-365-3889
Reader Service Number 61
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IN THE NEWS
B-T's new ESHP A/V SAW-filtered
5,000 amps and surge life is 200 surges
channel processor and an improved
of 500 amps. For details, call (305)
ESHM-C modulator. Both units offer a
493-5000.
60 dBmV ouput level and provide for
Cable systems plagued by a high
in-field channel conversions. Call (201)
number of subscriber no-shows during
679-4000 for information.
installs and other service calls might
A new video sequencing device has
find some relief with Telecorp Sysbeen developed by Multiplex Technoltems' System 606 autodialing comogy. The Channelplus Genswitch Model
puter. The unit establishes initial conGEN-SWI allows any of the company's
tact, asks questions or delivers notices
Genlock message generators to be
in a human voice and stores responses
shared
by up to eight video sources.
and follow-up, if necessary.
The System 606 requires only a Therefore, users of Genlock devices can
now send messages to multiple video
single phone line and standard RJ-11
sources.
telephone jack and power outlet. The
The device was designed with
software allows the system to make up
SMATV operators in mind. For examto 25,000 calls per month, according to
ple, hotels can send special messages
Telecorp Systems. The system will
to its guests on up to eight separate
interface with major billing systems,
channels sequentially. After the mesincluding CableData, CableTek, Toner,
sage is entered into the generator, the
FDR and CMS. Call (404) 449-6991.
user sets the timer to show how many
Two new indoor amplifiers and aline
video sources will carry the message.
of new low-cost CATV headend systems
The system does the rest. Call (714)
have been developed by Blonder680-5848.
Tongue Laboratories. The new amSeveral new products, including new
plifiers—the BIDA 300-30 and BIDA
antennas, antenna positioner, and
450-30— are designed for signal distrifeedhorn have been introduced by Chanbution systems that use a cable drop
nel Master.
as a signal source. They can also be
The new Extruded "T-Lock" Plus
used as postamplifiers for headends
perforated
antenna and EconoQuad
using passive combiners.
mesh antenna are C-/Ku-band and
The new headend systems feature

FREQUENCY

Ku-band antennas, respectively. Both
offer four-piece aluminum construction
and weather-resistant black powder
coat paint.
The new Allsat horizon-to-horizon

Channel Master® Polarizer Plus Model
6785 C-Band Feed
antenna positioner features a compact
gearbox assembly and tracks a full
180-degree arc to locate any geostationary satellite in operation. Excellent
return accuracy allows tuning of 2degree spaced satellites plus narrowbeamwidth Ku birds, says the company. It is compatible with all receivers
using Reed Sensor or Potentiometertype antenna position sensing.
Finally, anew Polarizer Plus C-band
feed has been added to the Channel

CHANNEL

TRANSLATOR

eâr

y
40

cc.

e

e

TRANSLATOR

01,•1111.F.1

AGC ltVfl

CONVERTER

7

8

20d. ••

1
9

FEATURES:
•

•

Maximum freedom in frequency plannig and allocation — translates almost any 6
MHz band to any other frequency, up or down, from 6 MHz to 440 MHz. Includes 156.25
and 192.25 MHz offsets.
Crystal referenced fundamental phase-locked local oscillators — crystal stability
without spurious signals from crystal oscillators and multipliers.

•
•

SAW filtering — no interference to or from adjacent channels.
Double conversion heterodyne with composite IF loop available for switching.

•

Compatible with most broadband LAN equipment.
Three

Models

from

Two

$719

2706 National Circle
Toll Free 800-277-2288
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Year

Warranty

Garland, Texas 75041

214-271 -3651

FAX 214-271 -3654
Reader Service Number 62

IN THE NEWS
Master lineup. Model 6785 adapts to
any dish and attaches to both buttonhook or multi-leg feed suppports. For
information about any of the above
products, call (919) 934-9711.
A new solid state protector designed
to improve the quality and reliability
of CATV networks has been developed
by GTE. The Smart Breaker is a
combination bimetallic and solid state
protector designed safeguard networks
from transient spikes and blown fuses.
After the breaker opens and protects
the circuit from damage, the Smart
Breaker will reset itself and restore
service automatically. If the overload
persists, the Smart Breaker will switch
from an "automatic cycling" mode to
a "hold open" mode. The breaker can
then be reset manually. For details,
call (207) 642-4535.
A new satellite signal processor
designed to make multiple commercial
receiver hookups simpler and more
reliable has been introduced by Pico
Macom.
The SSP-10 amplifies incoming satellite signals in the 950 MHz to 1450
MHz range and directs them to five
vertical and five horizontal outputs.
The unit is 13
/ inches high and rack
4
mounts in astandard 19-inch case.
Features include a primary power
supply that powers both horizontal and
vertical LNBs and a second standby
supply that automatically kicks in if
the primary supply fails. A voltage
boost feature allows LNB voltage to be
increased 2volts for long-distance LNB
applications. Call (818) 897-0028.
Viewsonics has introduced a new
line of test equipment, including return
loss bridges, RF terminations, mismatch standards, impedence transformers and RF detectors.
The return loss bridge features a 5
MHz to 600 MHz frequency range,
75-ohm impedence, directivity of 40
dB, bridge loss of 12.5 dB and shortopen error of 1 dB maximum. The
bridge comes with an RF termination
for $100 each.
The termination device has aDC to
600 MHz frequency and return loss of
40 dB minimum and is priced at $15
each. The mismatch standard offers
DC to 600 MHz frequency range, mismatach values of 15 dB, 18 dB, 20 dB,
25 dB and 30 dB and flatness of ±0.1
dB. They are likewise priced at $15
each.
The new "Speedy 30" has a 30 dB
insertion loss and is priced at $4.40
each; the impedence transformer offers
a 0.2 dB maximum insertion loss and
is priced at $15; the RF detector

features 22 dB return loss, 3-volt
maximum inputm positive output polarity and frequency response of ±0.5
dB. It is also priced at $15. Call (800)
645-7600.
Performance Cable TV Products
now offers the Model SB840A standby
power supply, which has been designed
to offer necessary backup for cable
systems using feedforward, power doubling and other advanced amplifier
designs.

Performance Cable TV Product's Model
SB840A
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Solve leakage problems
with a free Searcher
leakage detection monitor when you purchase
2Spectrum 700A signal level meters. The
equipment you need at aprice you can afford!
YOUR KIND OF WORK DEMANDS OUR KIND OF QUALITY

Texscan

TEXSCAN INSTRUMENTS •3169 NORTH SHADELAND AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46226 •(317) 545-4196
(BOO) 344-2412

Reader Service Number 63
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IN THE NEWS
The unit is compatible with most
existing 60-volt ferroresonant power
supplies. Output is 60V RMS with a
current rating of 14 amperes. The
23-pound unit has abase measurement
of 11 inches by 7inches and is 6inches
high. It is designed to retrofit existing
equipment. For details, call (404) 4432788.
New people
Tony

Weschselberger

has

been

named senior vice president, domestic
operations for Oak Communications
Inc. Wechselberger, formerly VP of
engineering for Oak will now be responsible for all marketing and sales
activities, customer services and technical operations.
William Ross has been named VP
of CATV at AM Communications.
Ross is a 25-year CATV veteran and
returns to AM after being employed
elsewhere. •

My Turn
Continued from page 14
nals to NTSC format.
Simulcast compatibility could present a challenge for cable TV. The
extreme situation, requiring 12 MHz
for each program carried, is not likely
to occur, because of the dynamics. At
one end of the transition period, ATV
channels will not be added to all
satellite relays and terrestrial broadcasting stations initially, nor at the
same time. In fact, some program
providers may choose not to change
over to ATV at all. At the other end,
cable TV may even discontinue NTSC
transmission long before the broadcasters do, relying on transcoders where
necessary to satisfy NTSC customers.
While channels 3 and 4 may be
allotted for transmissions using lowpower QUAM in many markets, they
are not likely to interfere with the
converter output channel, if Zenith's
co-channel interference projections are
confirmed.
Questions abound

OUT WITH THE OLD CHANNEL,
IN
WITH THE
NEW,

It's Qintar's new
Channel Elimination
Filter, Model CEF It offers clean, precise, high
isolation elimination of
any 6 MHz wide television channel. And it's
available at half the
price of competitive
channel elimination
filters because Qintar's
economically massproduced; immediately
deliverable CEF does a
job in every way comparable to the competition's costly-to-make
custom models which

take from six to eight
weeks to deliver
The Qintar CEF is
available in low, mid
and highband, offering asignal attenuation
of —50dB minimum to
—55dB typical. It will

precisely eliminate any
channel in afully loaded
system and allow the
reinsertion of any program you desire. So why
pay more when Qintar
technology delivers
comparable quality at
half the cost?
To place an order, ask
aquestion or receive a
free catalog call: (800)
252-7889 or (805)
523-1400. FAX (805)
523-1491. Or write to
Qintar, Inc., PO. Box
8060, Moorpark, CA
93020-8060.

Reader Service Number 64
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QUALITY SYSTEMS FOR TODAY'S TECHNOLOGY
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There are a number of legitimate
questions about the Zenith proposal
that need to be tested under field
conditions. Zenith speaks of "robustness" in terms only of immunity from
external sources of interference. However, both the encoder and decoder
involve several high precision processes. We need to find out whether such
precision can be achieved and maintained at realistic cost. Cable TV will
need to install specially designed ATV
processors, demodulators. The Zenith
HDTV signal will necessarily be processed and re-processed many times, in
off-air heterodyne processor, satellite
FM receivers, modulators, set-top converters, and VCR receiver/demodulator/
modulator equipment.
Nevertheless, by proposing a totally
new transmission system, operated at
greatly reduced peak power, Zenith has
significantly advanced the prospects
for a truly HDTV system. Attempting
to force direct compatibility necessarily
requires compromises. Without the constraints imposed by the 50-year-old,
antique NTSC vestigial sideband transmission system, the Zenith encoding/
decoding technique could be expanded
later to even higher performance approaching the theoretical limits of
human vision. •

Year 1

Year 2

As consolidation in the cable indu5try
continues, what steps are you taking to
enhance your system's value in the marketplace? The right decisions and investments
made today for your cable system will
undoubtedly payoff tomorrow. Make the
right decision — invest in the most
technologically advanced cable — invest in
16 trunk and feeder and enhance your sysAcutaway of T6 cable.
tem's value and performance.
Times Fiber Communications' T6 semiflex cable not
only satisfies today's cable needs, but is ready to meet
demands well into the future. T6 is the only cable in the
industry to feature a600 MHz bandwidth capacity. A
bandwidth capacity designed to allow you to respond to
emerging technologies and additional channel require-

ments. T6 also features the exclusive triple
bonding and full wall seamless construction. Construction which facilitates installation, reduces pullouts, and identifies
internal component damage. Benefits
which mean reduced maintenance and
repair costs, yielding actual dollar savings.
Areturn on investment virtually unmatched
in the industry.
Position yourself for the future, keep
pace with changing times and keep ahead of the competition — Specify 16. For more information contact:
Times Fiber Communications, Inc.
(203) 265-8482 or 1-800-TFC-CATV

TFC

TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS.

INC

YYe
rcorriPary
358 Hall Ave •P0 Box 384 •Wallingford. CT 06492

ir FC .
Where technology meets the bottom line.
Reader Service Number 65

From Raychem's EZF Connector to Regal's Passives...

Hook up anew
subscriber today...

...with

ANIKER's top quality products.

ANKIEL
CABLE TV
"LIGHTING THE WAY TO THE FUTURE"

Call us — We'll ship today!
WEST-ANAHEIM: (714) 779-0500, (800) 854-0443, ANCHORAGE: (907) 274-8525; DENVER: (303) 373-9200, (800) 841-1531, SEATTLE: (206)
251-6760, (800) 426-7665; MIDWEST-CHICAGO: (312) 364-7000, (800) 544-5368, DALLAS: (214) 446-7337, (800) 231-5006; IRON MOUNTAIN, MI: (906) 774-4111, (800) 624-8358, SKOKIE, IL HDQTRS: (312) 677-2600; EAST-ATLANTA: (404) 449-6533, (800) 241-5790, EAST
FARMINGDALE, NY: (516) 293-7788, (800) 645-9510; NEW JERSEY: (201) 328-0980, (800) 631-9603; TAMPA: (813) 626-7115, (800) 237-6466;
CANADA-CALGARY: (403) 250-9646; MONTREAL: (514) 636-3636; TORONTO: (416) 625-5110; VANCOUVER: (604) 321-5885.
In an emergency, weekends and holidays or after 5 P.M call toll free 1-(800) 323-8167
CORPORATE OFFICES, ANIXTER BROS., INC., 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076, (312) 677-2600

Reader Service Number 66

' 1987 Aneder Bros., Inc.

